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Abstract 
This thesis discusses the design of a thesaurus building and maintaining system. 
This system is referred to as TheSys, which stands for T h e s a u r u s Sys tem. The 
design objectives of the system are: 
1. To help users build and maintain the thesaurus according to their own 
requirements. 
2. To make the system used in any specialty field rather than targeting for a 
particular specialty field. 
This goal is achieved by two features of the system. The first is the modular 
design for the system architecture. The second is, for the thesauri built from 
the system, the powerful ability to capture various semantic relationships. 
The architecture of the system is designed in a modular way. In the most 
inner level is a thesaurus. On its surface, there are a set of application program 
interfaces (API) through which other customized application systems (CAS) 
can access the thesaurus. The API and internal thesaurus are composed of 
an Application Package which the CAS can employ as a building block. This 
application package can be portable to any specialty field so tha t it makes the 
system can be applied comprehensively. To facilitate the use of the system, 
we build a Chinese user interface (UI) on the basis of API (In this sense, the 
UI can be regarded as a CAS too. ). Such an interface supports the building 
work for Chinese thesaurus more easily. But it doesn't mean the system can not 
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serve for other language thesaurus construction at all. Actually, other language 
application, such as a Japanese application system, can employ the application 
package for helping to build its own language thesaurus. 
In TheSys, we propose a thesaurus model which provide sufficient structures 
to represent different semantic relationships among concepts and terms. The 
policy is to allow users to specify arbi trary binary relationships they want the 
thesaurus to capture. 
As the knowledge information captured in a thesaurus can be very large, we 
build the semantic relationships only among a set of representatives of concepts, 
which is referred to as semantemes. Since thesaurus provide a mapping from a 
semanteme to a group of synonyms, which are referred to as entry terms, the re-
lationships among entry terms can be deduced from the relationships among cor-
responding semantemes. Also, the structures representing relationships among 
semantemes are referred to as the thesaurus frame, which uses weighted relation-
ship links to represent the semantic relationships. This approach can effectively 
reduce the size of the thesaurus yet the intelligence of the thesaurus is not com-
promised. 
Currently, we have used this tools to built up a Chinese thesaurus containing 
10,000 entry terms among which synonymous, quasi-synonymous, antonym and 
part-of/composed-of relationships are embedded. The experiment illustrates 
that this tool is helpful for construction of a thesaurus. 
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A thesaurus, by definition in the Oxford Dictionary Of Current EngHsh[ll is 
a dictionary of words and phrases grouped together according to similarities 
in their meanings. Users can make use of a thesaurus to check out which 
word/phrase is conceptually similar to which word/phrase or whether there ex-
ists synonymous relationship between one word/phrase and another word/phrase. 
In other word, a thesaurus captures and reveals the knowledge information of 
semantic relationships, in terms of synonymous relationships, among tens am:: 
thousands of different words/phrases. 
Thesauri books (dictionaries) sold in the bookstores usually include syn-
onyms, quasi-synonyms and antonyms only. In modern time, a thesaurus can 
be computerized as an electronic thesaurus [2], which is possible to capture other 
relationships tha t may reveal more semantic relations among terms, such as hi-
erarchical relationships, (thereafter, the term ” thesaurus” in this thesis means 
electronic thesaurus unless stated otherwise). A thesaurus may be applied di-
rectly as well as employed by other information processing systems for helping 
exploit knowledge on semantic relationships [3]. For example, it could be used 
independently for preliminary studies on the structure of different subject do-
mains. It could be used in a word (text) processor for helping authors to enrich 
their vocabulary. Also, it is usually embedded in a document analysis system 
or a text retrieval system, to help with indexing documents and searching for 
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documents more intelligently [4] [5] [6] [7] [8. 
The construction of thesaurus is a very kind of intensive work [2]. However, 
in this field, there lacks of a helpful thesaurus building and maintaining tool for 
users to construct their own thesaurus. The construction works on the major i ty 
of existing thesauri, which are for western languages, such as English, and French, 
are dependent on the development of the application systems which they support 
51 [61 [71. This made the thesauri so ad hoc. due to the following reasons, 
1. Although these thesauri can capture particular types of semantic relation-
ships well, they are in short of providing the flexibility to extend relation 
types according to users' requirements. 
2. Since these thesauri are built inside the application systems, they haven' t 
public interfaces for external access, making them difficult to be ported to 
other application environments. 
Thus, not many users can rely on this way to get a suitable thesaurus at their 
requests. Moreover, most of the thesaurus end users, which can best understand 
their own needs, hope that they can build and maintain the thesaurus in a 
straight forward way without involvement into its internal structures. Tha t 
is they expect a thesaurus is built from a tool and they can use this tool to 
maintain the thesaurus in return. In addition, they even want to use this tool to 
construct their own thesaurus and combine it with the tool as a building block 
portable to other application systems. This situation motivates our project on 
developing of such a tool. 
In this thesis, we present a thesaurus system, referred to as TheSys 工，which 
is a tool for users to build and maintain thesauri according to their own require-
ments. Our goal is to design a comprehensive thesaurus building tool which 
can be used in any specialty field rather than targeting for a particular specialty 
^pronounce [，0isis] 
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field. It is achieved by two features of the system. One is the high usability of the 
system. The other is the capability of capturing various semantic relationships 
for the thesauri built from the system. 
We know that a thesaurus could be used independently as well as employed 
by other application systems very often. Thus, the architecture of the system is 
designed in a kind of three-level way. 
F i g u r e 1.1: Relationships Among Thesaurus, API, Ui and CAS 
The most inner level is a thesaurus. The middle level is a set of application 
program interfaces (API) through which other customized application systems 
(CAS) can access the thesaurus. The API and internal thesaurus are composed 
of an application package which the CAS can employ as a building block. This 
way, the internal structures of the thesaurus are hidden and the thesaurus is 
portable. The most outer level is a friendly window-based user interface (UI) 
which is built on the basis of API. It is for the system being used independently. 
As CAS, the UI can not directly access the thesaurus data model but through, 
the API. ( In this sense, the UI can be regarded as a CAS too. ) Such a scheme 
makes the inner thesaurus independent from the UI which is often customized 
to local environment, such as language environment. Therefore, the thesaurus 
which is built through the UI in one environment could be ported to a new 
environment other than the former one. The relationships among the Thesaurus, 
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API, UI, and CAS is illustrate in Figure 1.1. In this figure, the grey part is t he 
application package. 
Since the building of a thesaurus is always rooted in particular language en-
vironment, the language factor make effect on the design of the system. For 
example, some special features of the UI, such as Chinese input method for 
Chinese environment, need to be customized to meet with different language 
environments. However, the comprehensive application of the system in dif-
ferent environments, including language environment, is still our goal. At this 
point, the architecture of the system supports this goal again. In TheSys, the 
application package is designed in a language independent way, and the UI is 
responsible to dealing with different language environments. Through the CAS, 
of which the UI is one kind, users can employ the system for various language 
thesaurus building work. Thus, the system still can be regarded as a compre-
hensive system. In our design, we develop a Chinese UI for the TheSys. This 
is because Chinese is one of the most popular languages in the world, a Chinese 
thesaurus building tool is needed broadly. As a product, TheSys is classified 
as Chinese application system due to that its Chinese user interface facilitates 
the Chinese thesaurus building work. But it doesn't mean that it can just used 
for Chinese at all. Actually, other language application, such as a Japanese ap-
plication system, can employ the application package for helping build its own 
language thesaurus. 
The effectiveness of a thesaurus depends on its ability to capture various 
type of semantic relationships. Thus, any thesaurus built from TheSys must 
provide sufficient structures to represent different type of semantic relationships 
among concepts and terms. In fact, each of them not only provides predefined 
relation types of synonyms, quasi-synonyms, antonyms, and broader/narrower 
terms, but also lets thesaurus builders specify other application specific relation 
types, such as "related-to" relationships. 
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As the number of synonyms for a given term can be very large, it is inefficient 
to build relationship links with all the terms in the thesaurus. Instead, we call 
all synonyms of a concept as entry terms and choose one among the synonyms 
as the semanteme and build relationship links among only the semantemes. The 
structures representing relationships among semantemes are referred to as the 
thesaurus frame, which uses weighted relationship links to represent the semantic 
relationships. This approach can effectively reduce the size of the thesaurus yet 
the intelligence of the thesaurus is not compromised. 
Every entry t e rm in a thesaurus has a unique meaning, otherwise ambigu-
ous words exist. In TheSys, we use a semantic classification tree to eliminate 
ambiguities in case a term may carry multiple meanings. The semantic clas-
sification tree is strictly a hierarchical tree with each node representing one 
semantic classification. It could be defined by users in line with their own appli-
cation environments provided that when an ambiguous term is classified under 
a particular semantic classification, its meaning become unique. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Chapter 2 discuss the back-
ground information and thesis scope. Chapter 3 presents the overall system 
design principles. The system architecture and thesaurus data model will be 
addressed. Chapter 4 describes some implementation details. It includes the 
data structures of the thesaurus and functional modules of the system. Chapter 
5 is the conclusion and future works. In the end, three appendixes will give out 
a user manual of this system. 
Chapter 2 
Background Information And Thesis 
Scope 
As we want to develop a thesaurus building tool, we must first understand 
the structures of a thesaurus. In practice, there are various thesaurus struc-
tures proposed. By analyzing these structures ' characteristics, we can conceive 
our scheme. However, before that , we must have some consolidate background 
knowledge in this field, such as the basic concepts and terminologies. Also, since 
this tool could be applied in Chinese processing environments, we also need to 
know some related knowledge about the processing of Chinese information. On 
this background, we can clarify our research scope and go ahead to the system 
design. 
2.1 Basic Concepts and Terminologies 
The field on thesaurus construction has its own concepts and terminologies. It 
includes the word/ term, the concepts, the semantic classification of word, the 
relationships, and the semantic closeness. 
2.1.1 Semant ic Classification O f A Wo rd 
In thesaurus building, Word and Concept are a pair of closely related termi-
nologies. Every word can be linked to a particular concept according to its 
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semantical meaning. A concept is usually represented by one of the words being 
linked. Words being linked to the same concept are called Synonyms. For exam-
ple, in Chinese legal field, three words 律師，大狀and 師爺 have the same meaning 
”lawyer，,，they are synonyms and could be linked to a concept 律師.However, 
due to the ambiguity of the words, i.e. one word may take with different mean-
ing in different context, there is no one-to-one relationship between words and 
concepts. Referred to the above example,師爺 has the meaning of "lawyer" in 
legal field, but it has another meaning of "adviser" in military affairs. At this 
point, we can observe tha t a word can be classified semantically for reducing its 
ambiguity in some degree [23]. This classification scheme relys on the specific 
at t r ibutes of the words which are referred to as Semantic Classifications of the 
words. The attributes can be grammatical classifications of the words, such 
as noun, verb and adjective etc, or the subject classifications of the words in 
particular applications, such as the subject catalogs in library. 
2.1.2 Relat ionship L ink And Rela t ionsh ip Type 
A thesaurus is used to reveal three types of conceptual/semantic relationships: 
1. relationships among concepts; 
2. relationships among words; 
3. relationships between concepts and words which indicate the mapping f rom 
words to concepts or vice versa. 
All these are binary relationships and each of them belongs to a specific 
Relationship Type, such as synonymous, quasi-synonymous, broader/narrower, 
or other related-to relationship types. Every relationship type has a unique name 
and some attributes describing the relationship types, such as the Traversal 
Direction. For example, quasi-synonymous relationship is symmetrical while 
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broader relationship is asymmetrical. Logically, when one relationship embedded 
on t w o objects (words or concepts), we say there is a Relationship Link being 
connected between the objects which are called nodes. It is obvious that different 
relationship types have different relationship link types. 
It is also noted tha t , except synonymous relationships which are strictly 
referred to words, other relationships built on the words could also be reflected 
by the same types of relationships built on the corresponding concepts into which 
the words are mapped . For example, in Chinese,愉决’快樂and 高興 correspond 
concept 快樂(happy);憂傷,悲哀 and 傷感 correspond concept 悲哀(sad). T h e 
"antonym" relationship between 愉快 and 憂傷 could also be deduced from the 
"antonym" relationship between concept 快樂 and 悲哀.The inverse deduction 
also stands. 
However, not every existing thesaurus includes the relationships correspond-
ing all three conditions mentioned above. Actually, most of them only capture 
the relationships corresponding the second condition [4] [5] [9 
2.1.3 Semant ic Closeness, L ink Weight A n d Semant ic Distance 
Semantic Closeness indicates the closeness degree between two words/concepts 
in terms of semantic meaning. For example,快樂 has quasi-synonymous re-
lationships with 開朗（optimistic) and 興高采烈（joyful). It is readily observed 
that the f o r m e r relationship is semantically closer than the lat ter one accord-
ing to the evaluation of the emotional feeling degree. In thesaurus, semantic 
closeness is represented in two forms. One is Link Weight which is set on the 
relationship link. Another is Semantic Distance which indicates the closeness 
between two words/concepts connected by a minimum path , which is referred 
to as search-path. This path is composed of a set of relationship links. The rela-
tionships link can belong to one relation type only or different relation types. For 
example, the search.path about quasi-synonymous relationship just includes the 
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quasi-synonymous links. The search—path about broader and quasi-synonymous 
relationship will be a minimum path among all the possible paths including 
broader and quasi-synonymous links. Strictly speaking, link weight is also a 
kind of semantic distance whose pa th is just one link. 
The evaluation or assignment of semantic closeness is a very kind of subjec-
tive thing, especially for the link weight. So, only a few thesaurus allows the 
relationships to be weighted [4 . 
2.1.4 Thesaurus Mode l A n d Semant ic Ne t 
In thesaurus, various relationships among concepts/words are constructed as 
a network of associations. This network is called Thesaurus Model. Another 
knowledge model is very similar to this one and referred frequently in thesaurus 
design [5] [7]. This is Semantic Net which is usually a more fine-grained rep-
resentation of knowledge than one finds in a thesaurus. It is mainly used in 
Natural Language Processing and Machine Translation. 
2.1.5 Thesaurus Bu i l d i ng A n d Ma in t a i n i ng Tool 
We have explained tha t our research motivation is due to lack of a thesaurus 
building and maintaining tool. In our mind, such a tool should allow user easily 
construct their own thesaurus without knowing the its internal s tructure. In 
addition, this tool should also provide with the flexibility to allow users define 
arbitrary relation types at their requests. 
2.2 Chinese Information Processing 
Chinese language has its own characteristics and, therefore, we should under-
stand them before we can find a good solution for processing Chinese infor-
mation. In this section, we would like to introduce some common knowledge 
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about the processing of Chinese information which will affect the philosophy of 
designing a Chinese thesauri by using TheSys system. 
2.2.1 The Segmenta t ion of Chinese Words 
It is commonly accepted tha t the basic syntactic and semantic unit, of Chinese 
language are words 詞 bu t not characters 字[15]. While extract ing the words f rom 
English or other a lphabet ical language documents faces l i t t le problem, it is far 
more difficult in Chinese because Chinese sentence are composed with strings of 
characters without na tu ra l delimiters to mark words. Although some successful 
tools and systems have been built to deal with Chinese word segmentation [9 
•10] [16] [17], there are debates but not common agreements on this issue. T h e 
most controversy one is what is and what is not a word. For example, somebody 
thinks 自私自禾U (selfish) is a word, bu t others think it is not a word but a phrase 
composed of two words 自私(selfish) and 自利(self-interested). Needless to say, 
this creates considerable problems in the construction of Chinese thesaurus. 
2.2.2 The Amb i g u i t y of Chinese Words 
As the same as other h u m a n language, Chinese words may carry different mean-
ings in different context . Such phenomenon gets thesaurus construction in t rou-
ble because it is nonsense to define the relationship between two words when 
not knowing their exact meanings. For e x a m p l e ,難 has two meanings "yel-
low" and "pornographic" . W h e n building a relationship "k ind-of between 難 
and 淺顏色(light colour), we have implied tha t this word is carrying the former 
meaning - "yellow". However, the thesaurus builder should let both the users 
and system know this. So, it is one of our tasks to solve this problem in this 
research. 
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2.2.3 Mu l t i p l e Chinese Charac ter Code Set Standards 
It is well known tha t there exist several popular Chinese character code sets, 
such as G B and Big5. T h e machine code of a Chinese word may be explained 
as different information in different code set. For example, code QxB5FC in B5 
represents 詞(word), in GB it represents 迭(repetition). So, if a thesaurus bui l t 
in one code set environment is used in another environment, errors maybe occur 
unless the re exists a code converter. 
2.3 Related Work 
There are three common types of system models and approaches in thesaurus 
design , i.e. the hierarchical model , t he graphic model, and the knowledge based 
approach [2] [4] [5] [6] [7]. Hierarchical model is designed mainly to cap tu re 
broader /narrower relationships among terms. Graphic based model was intro-
duced to capture the more complicated "related to" relationships among different 
te rms. T h e knowledge based approach combines semantic net with thesaurus to 
assist in information processing while the semantic net provides the knowledge 
in specific field. 
One of the earliest and the most comprehensive study in indexing languages 
and thesauri was done by Soergel in the 70，s. [2] Soergel pointed out t h a t a 
thesaurus should provide conceptual s t ructure as well as terminological control. 
He also pointed out the need for different thesaurus in different subject fields 
as the same te rm can have different meanings in different subject fields. He 
proposed a poly-hierarchical model which combines the hierarchical model used 
in classification with cross-reference links to terms tha t do not fit the exclusive 
hierarchical s tructure. The poly-hierarchical model is designed mainly to cap tu re 
the na tu re of terms tha t inherently have more than one broader terms. However, 
it lacks t he ability to find relationships between related terms. Systems using 
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the hierarchical model based on classification have been developed. The Medical 
Subject Headings of the National Library of Medicine [13] and the Computing 
Reviews Classification structure (CRCS) of the ACM [14] are examples of such. 
Graphic based models are later introduced to capture the more complicated 
”related to” relation among different terms. McMath , et al. [5] proposed a 
cognitive graphical model in which the closeness of relationships is measured by 
the minimum number of links between two terms. In this model, different types 
of relationships, such as broader terms or narrower terms, are not distinguished. 
In other words, all edges are treated the same. McMath argued tha t the short-
est pa th between any two terms is a measure of how closely related they are 
semantically. 
The knowledge based approach combines semantic net with thesaurus to 
assist in information retrieval. The semantic net provides the knowledge in 
a specific field. T h e knowledge based approach used by Rada et al. in [7 
combines a dyspnea knowledge base with a hierarchical thesaurus to obtain 
distance between any two terms. The dyspnea knowledge base is a network in 
which terms are represented by nodes and different types of relationships such 
as ”is-a” or ”generalization” are represented by different types of edges. As 
pointed out by Morris, et al. [6], the drawback of semantic net is the words 
or ideas are represented by "physical closeness”. Kim et aL [4] proposed an 
improvement me thod based on [7]. This method combines a knowledge base 
with a hierarchical thesaurus except that the edges in the thesaurus is weighted 
so that links in the thesaurus hierarchy can identify closeness quantitatively. 
However, the quantified weights can represent the closeness of generalization 
relationship only. 
Chinese is one of the most commonly used languages in the world. High 
quality Chinese information processing (CIP) systems are extensively desired. 
Yet, Chinese electronic thesaurus research has only started last 10 years. Just 
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a few CIP systems including a thesaurus have been developed so far. T h e 
most notable two are CIRPON developed by Beijing Document Service [8] and 
the B i t iFTRS [9] developed by Beijing Information Technology Insti tute. Both 
systems support natural language full text retrieval and both use thesauri in 
post-control for retrieval. However, the thesaurus f rame is mostly limited to 
synonym constructs only. An al ternate expert system approach is used in the 
development of ExpCIR, an intelligent Chinese IRS [10]，but the rules used in 
such systems are so ad hoc. and very difficult to maintain. 
Generally s p e a k i n g , most current thesauri are so ad hoc. because they are 
designed for particular systems or fields. One side, they are dependent on the 
system which they support , making them difficult to be ported into other ap-
plication systems. On the other side, although the application environments 
may change and the users' need may change, few systems support users tun-
ing the thesauri to adapt to their local environments. Therefore, the extensive 
application of such thesauri has been limited. 
2.4 Thesis Scope 
The implementat ion of TheSys is done by using C programming language. Its 
API is conforming POSIX 1.1 so that other customized application systems 
can readily employ it. It also provides a graphical user interface based on the 
OSF/Moti f 1.1. In our design, this user interface will not directly access the 
thesaurus but through the API- So, it can be also regarded as an application 
system which is independent to the internal thesaurus. However, We will not 
envisage other window-based system which can build a graphic interface in this 
approach. 
As described in section 3.1, words in Chinese documents have to be seg-
mented first. However, TheSys only accepts segmented words as input. Thus, 
any Chinese systems including TheSys must have its own word segmentation 
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module. We employ a strategy by leaving the judgment authori ty of the legality 
of a Chinese word to the thesaurus builder or systems employing it. Therefore, 
a employer should initially provides a word dictionary and a word existence 
checking routine, such as int LookUp Word (char *word), to check the existence 
of the word. In this way, TheSys can guarantee the validity of all the input 
words/ terms in order to work consistently with the local environment. If such 
a word dictionary not exist, any input word is legal. 
Since different Chinese system may use different Chinese Code Set standard, 
and we didn ' t have a code converter by hand. We have to limit a thesaurus 
built in one code set environment to be used or extended in other code set 
environment. For example, we can not add a GB Chinese word into a thesaurus 
built with B5 code set. 
The requirements for revealing the semantic relationship among words/concepts 
vary f rom one system to another. In this thesis, we just discuss the binary re-
lationships between words/concepts. In addition, when evaluate the semantic 
distance between two words/concepts' , TheSys just consider the relationships in 
on relation type. Tha t means the semantic distance caculation for cross-relation-
type relationships, such as quasi-synonymous plus broader, is not implemented 
yet. 
Chapter 3 
System Design Principles 
The objective of TheSys is to build a tool for users to construct and main ta in 
thesauri according to their own requirements. It provides a set of interface func-
tions through which the customized application systems can access the internal 
thesauri . Also, on the basis of API, a Chinese user interface is built for fa-
cilitating the thesaurus construction. Most importantly, it provides sufficient 
structures and schemes for the thesauri to capture various relationships among 
words and concepts so that the system can be comprehensively applied in dif-
ferent specialty fields. Since a thesaurus can store a large volume of knowledge 
information, we have care fu l ly designed its internal f rame so tha t its size can be 
effectively reduce yet its intelligence is not compromised. 
3.1 Application Context Of TheSys 
We realize tha t a thesaurus could be used independently as well as included 
by other application systems very often. Even though such a thesaurus is an 
integral par t of the application system it supports, if it is included, it should 
maintain certain degree of independence. Tha t is, it should be a modular par t 
of the application system. In other words, t he application system should not 
have direct access to the thesaurus. In our design, TheSys provides a set of 
interface functions, which are Application Program Interface (API) , for external 
access. Further , the API along with the thesaurus constitute an application 
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package, which can be used by other application systems tha t need the same 
thesaurus. This way, the internal s t ruc ture of the thesaurus can be independent 
of the application system and the thesaurus is portable. 
Figure 3.1. shows such a relationship between User Applications and TheSys. 
User Thesaurus 




Figure 3 .1: Relationship Between User Application k TheSys 
3.2 Overall System Architecture 























Figure 3.2: System Architecture 
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From Figure 3.2, we can see tha t the system is composed of two data compo-
nents, entry-term construct and thesaurus frame which make up of a thesaurus. 
A thesaurus is supposed to reveal various semantic relationships among words 
and concepts. T h e key design strategy for our system is tha t we build t he 
relationships on the basis of concepts. In our system, except synonymous rela-
tionships, all other relationships among concepts are represented by a graphic 
s t ructure, referred to as the thesaurus frame where concepts are denoted by 
nodes and relationships are denoted by links. Each node in the thesaurus f r a m e 
is referred to as semanteme, which is an arbitrarily chosen word among the syn-
onyms of the same concept. On the other side, the synonymous relationships 
among words is modeled in the entry-term construct. The entry-term construct 
is a separate linear structure which contains all the synonyms we would like to 
index on, referred to as the entry terms. All the synonyms are stored in the entry 
te rm construct and linked together by pointers. In addition, the mapping f rom 
entry terms to semantemes is provided in the entry term construct. The system 
also has two main functional modules for building and querying the thesaurus: 
the thesaurus module and the maintenance module. The thesaurus module has 
an API which provides routines for all query related functions. It is the core 
component tha t uses the thesaurus f rame and the entry-term construct to carry 
out requests f rom application systems. The maintenance module also has an 
API which is used to construct and maintain all the internal data s t ructures 
of the thesaurus. The two APIs are intended for people to use them in their 
own application systems. Combined with the internal thesaurus, a API effec-
tively become an application package which the application system can employ 
as a building block. In this regard, a thesaurus builder can link his customized 
application system (CAS) with the maintenance module alone to create a new 
thesaurus or to upda te an existing one. On the other hand, the thesaurus mod-
ule can be linked to another CAS, such as a document analysis system, along 
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with the well-constructed thesaurus to acquire information for document analy-
sis. The modular design makes it possible to link either one module or both with 
their application systems. To facilitate interactive access/update to a thesaurus, 
TheSys provides two interactive user interfaces in Chinese processing environ-
ment , one for application users (thesaurus query users) and one for system users 
(thesaurus bui lders /authors) . The two interactive interfaces correspond to the 
thesaurus module and the maintenance module, respectively. As the CAS, they 
are also built on the basis of API. This scheme is also for making the thesaurus 
independent to the application environment into which user interface is rooted. 
Therefore, no ma t t e r in which way a thesaurus is built, either through a CAS or 
user interface, it can be easily ported to other application environments. Such 























Figure 3.3: System Architecture Design Philosophy 
It is noted tha t , as described in our above thesis scope, the system can be 
linked to an external dictionary for te rm verification if needed when building a 
new thesaurus. Without this dictionary, any new te rm entered into the entry-
term construct is considered correct. 
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3.3 Entry-Term Construct And Thesaurus Frame 
In a thesaurus, relationships are represented by binary links. When connecting 
terms through links, the thesaurus effectively becomes a graph. Figure 3.4 shows 
such a graph. In this example, we have four terms in Chinese. Among these, the 
term ”蝶” (happy) and the term ” • ” (pleased) has a synonymous relationship. 
They both have a quasi-synonymous relationship with the term ”赔” (exciting) 
and an antonym relationship with the term ”悲哀” (sad). 
Antonym ' \ Antonym 
鶴 . 
Quasi-synonymous Quasi-synonymous 
F i g u r e 3.4: Semantic Relationships Among The Terms 
For efficient management of this graph, we want to maintain minimal number 
of links, yet the information represented by the graphic should not be reduced. 
We know that one te rm can have several synonyms which represent the same 
concept. Building relationship links on the basis of. terms may create many 
redundant links if not designed carefully. 
First, consider how to link among synonyms. If a term has n number of 
synonyms (including itself), the synonym links can be built in two ways: (1) 
to build a ring of synonyms which requires exactly n links, and (2) to build 
a link for every pair of terms which requires C^ number of links. Obviously 
the synonym ring yields minimal number of links. As an example, consider the 
term 快樂(happy) with synonyms 愉快’歡快’場and 高舆 .The ring connection 
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requires only 5 links, whereas the full connection needs 10 links. The following 
figure illustrates such a comparison. 
Full Connection Ring Connection 
F i g u r e 3.5: Synonyms Linking Scheme Comparison 
Secondly, consider how to link te rms that have relationships other than syn-
onyms • Suppose the te rm sad 悲哀 is the antonym term for 快樂and all its 
synonyms. We can have the antonym link for 快樂 and every synonym of 快樂. 
This would require n links. To reduce the number of links, however, we can link 
with 快樂 only and use the synonym ring to obtain all the antonyms of 悲哀 and 
vice versa. In this case,快樂 acts as the representatives for all its synonyms when 
relating to other terms in the thesaurus. Figure 3.6 illustrates such condition 
intuitively. 
In the study of word semantics, Huang [18], He [19] and Mei [22] have found 
that the large volume of terms can be represented by a relatively small set of 
semantemes, which can be regarded as controlled terms or representative words. 
Based on this result, we build the relationship links (except for synonymous 
relationships which are represented by the ring structure) with semantemes only. 
This approach can effectively reduce the size of thesaurus yet the intelligence of 
the thesaurus is not compromised. In the following subsections, we will describe 
the details of such a scheme. 
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Link Each Word Link Representative Word 
Figure 3.6: Relationship Link Building Scheme Comparison 
3.3.1 Words , En t ry Terms A n d En t ry Term Construct 
As described above, one of keys to our design of TheSys is tha t we build the 
relationship links (except for synonymous relationship links) on the basis of 
semantemes ra ther than terms/words. The semanteme will represent a group 
of synonymous terms/words and denoted by an arbitrarily selected t e rm/word 
f rom the synonyms. 
However, there is still one problem ahead. We have mentioned tha t some 
words may have mult iple meanings. In this case, it is hard to classify an am-
biguous te rm into any group of synonyms if we don' t indicate what meaning it is 
carrying. In TheSys, we use a semantic classification tree to eliminate the t e r m 
ambiguities. The main idea of this-approach is that when an ambiguous t e r m 
is classified under a particular semantic classification which indicates the gram-
matical and/or semantical at t r ibutes of the word, its meaning becomes unique 
23] [22]. For example, in Chinese, a term 材料 is an ambiguous word. W h e n 
it is classified under the semantic classification of 人(human being), it means a 
person of quality. Whereas, if it is classified under the semantic classification of 
物(matter), it means material . A set of semantic classifications can be organized 
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as a semantic classification tree which is strictly a hierarchical tree with each 
node representing one semantic classification. The construction and use of this 
tree is one of the impor tan t topics in our research, so we will defer to discuss it 
in a whole section which address the issue of dealing with t e rm ambiguity. 
Now, from the da ta s tructure point of view, the constitution of an entry 
t e rm is more clear. T h a t is, an entry t e rm is a synonym of a concept which is 
composed of a word and a semantic classification (or the semantic classification 
notation) . We can see tha t word is just a general concept. It is only a string of 
characters. Entry t e rm is the concept in TheSys. It is a string of word characters 
along with a notat ion indicating its semantic classification. The most significant 
distinction between word and entry t e rm is tha t word may be ambiguous in 
terms of meaning, bu t entry term must be unique in terms of meaning. 
Based on this s t ructure, a Entry Term Construct is built . A Entry Term 
Construct is a separate liner s t ructure which contains all the entry terms tha t 
an application may want to search for along with the synonym links. All the 
synonyms are stored in the entry t e rm construct and linked together. In each 
group of synonyms, one synonym (entry term) will be chosen as semanteme to 
represent all its synonyms. In addition, it is noted that entry te rm construct 
actually provides the synonymous relationship model. 
Figure 3.7 displays, the logical architecture of the entry term construct. The 
example is for several Chinese terms frequently used in computer science. They 
are the term "computer"計算機 and ite synonym 鶴機, t he t e rm "database" mm. 
and its synonym 資料庫，the term "operating system"操作系统 and its synonym 
條系统，the term "hard d i s k "灘 and its synonym 硬碟，the t e rm "software"軟件 
with its synonym 體， a n d the te rm "hardware"硬件 and its synonym ？Hi. All 
these terms are classified under a semantic classification of "computer science". 
Basically, in each group, the former terms are frequently used in Mainland China, 
the latter ones are used in Taiwan. We use a capital abbreviation CS to s tand 
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for the semantic classification. 
Entry Terms 
V 
計算機 cs TO機 cs 
mmm cs mm cs 
- • " \ 
cs f ^ ^ ^ 統 cs 
cs - > cs 
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F i g u r e 3.7: Entry Term Construct Structure 
3.3.2 Semanteme, Relat ionship A n d Thesaurus Frame 
In TheSys, semantemes and the relationships linking them are represented by 
a graphic structure, referred to as the thesaurus frame where semantemes are 
denoted by nodes and relationships denoted by links. 






























he cho'ce of a semanteme among a set of synonyms is arbitrary since they 
onsidered equivalent semantically. For example, in the synonym group of 
and KV 淳，people in main land China may prefer to use the former one 
.manterne, while people in Taiwan may prefer to use the latter one. No 
er which one is chosen, it will not affect the function of semanteme. If one 
:p t has only one synonym, then the semanteme is represented by this one 
. ,u t question. The mapping from entry terms to semantemems is provided 
, t ry te::m construct, nor in thesaurus frame. This can be seen from figure 
Thus, with the thesaurus frame, we can avoid building the relatively large 
,..ynio;：- relationship links in the thesaurus and also eliminate links that do 
,ovide additional information. Consequently, the search speed are improved 
.nanag-rment is easier. A logical display of the thesaurus frame is shown in 
� e 3,S. i: Note, every rectangle in the diagram represents a semanteme. The 
: 3 s e words within the rectangle are the chosen terms which are denned by 
-hesaurus builders or by system default to indicate corresponding 
: . n t e m e : . ) 
F i g u r e 3.8: Logical Display Of Thesaurus Frame 
；ach type of relationship in TheSys is identified by its link type. Each 
\ 
小1 < 1 
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link type has an unique name. Traversal through this type of links can ei-
ther be symmetric or asymmetric. For instance, synonymous and an tonym 
relationships are symmetr ic relationship, while narrower-terms is asymmetr ic 
relationship. In some applications where quanti tat ive measurement of seman-
t ic /conceptual closeness between te rms are needed, the weight values on links 
are needed. Therefore, each link type must also specify its Weight Type, either 
standard or weighted�On the links with weight type as s tandard , the weight val-
ues are constants for all links of the same type, e.g. constant integer 1 in most of 
the existing thesaurus. Whereas, on the links with weight type as weighted, dif-
ferent links of the same type may have different values in the range of 0 to 1. For 
example, the weight type of ” quasi-synanym” is weighted whereas Antonym” 
is s tandard. 
In TheSys, in order to describe the conceptual closeness between two words, 
we introduce a weighting scheme, referred to as Comparison-based scheme. In 
our scheme, the smaller the weight value is, the more closely they are related to 
each other. Consequently, the weighted value between two synonymous words 
is 0. As to the weighted linked, TheSys requires users classify the weight value 
range symbolically. For example, users could classify the weight value f rom 0 to 
0.3 as closer, f rom 0.3 to 0.6 as normal, and from 0.6 to 1 as looser. This is 
because the application user will hardly understand the meaning of a number 
value but a symbolic value. So, they just need to assign the symbolic value as 
they insert the relationship links. TheSys need the above information to switch 
the symbolic value into numeric value. This mapping is defined in a separate 
structure pointed by a address pointer in relation type definition record. If the 
weight type of the relation type is standard, this field is a nil value because the 
weight value of this type is constant and users needn't assign the weight. Since 
the weighting scheme is one of the important topic in this paper , we will discuss 
its detail in later section. 
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We intend to build a comprehensive thesaurus system which is able to make 
the thesaurus captur ing various relationships effectively. The synonymous rela-
tionships has been natural ly caught due to the entry t e rm construct . The other 
types of relationships can also be captured easily. The procedure is to define the 
relation type first, then lay down each relationship link of this type. . After eval-
uat ing various thesaurus model, including both Chinese and Western systems, 
we find tha t there are six relationship types tha t are used most frequently in 
various application environments. They are ” is-a”, ,, has-mstance”, ''part-of\ 
” composed-o尸,,,quasi-synonym”, and antonym,,. Their properties are shown 
in the following table, 
N a m e Trave r sa l D i r e c t i o n W e i g h t T y p e 
W e i g h t R a n g e P o i n t e r 
is-a asymmetr ica l Weighted 
(address) 
has-instance asymmetr ica l Weighted 
(address) 
part-of asymmetr ica l Weighted 
(address) 
composed-of asymmetr ica l Weighted 
(address) 
quasi-synonym symmetr ica l Weighted 
(address) 
an tonym symmetr ica l standard 
nil 
These six relationships are referred to as built-in relationships in our system. 
It means tha t TheSys has prescribed such pre-defined relation type and allow 
thesaurus builder to directly capture such types of relationships among seman-
temes. However, a specific thesaurus that does not need the pre-defined types 
can simply keep these definitions intact without creating any link of tha t type . 
In addit ion, the system is designed in a way tha t users can define addit ional 
relationship types, such as "related-to" relation, if application environment so 
requires. Actually, in our design, the definition of every relation type will be 
stored in a relation type definition file . Each record of this file contains the 
a t t r ibutes of a relation type, such as the name (identity), the traversal direction 
etc. Therefore, users can use the routine provided in API or UI to add their 
own definition record into this file for extending relation types. 
When a part icular relation type is defined, the relationship links of this type 
can be added in. In TheSys, different type of relationship links are stored in 
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Relation Type Definition File 
is-a Relationship Link File 
Relationship Link Record 
Relationship Link Record 
part-of Relationship Link File 
is-a Relation Type Definition Record 
1— 
part-of Relation Type Definition Record 
composed-of Relation Type Definition Record 
has-instance Relation Type Definition Record 
quasi-synonym Relation Type Definition Record 
antonym Relation Type Definition Record 
user-defined Relation Type Definition Record 
Relation Type Definition Record 
Relationship Link Record 
Relationship Link Record 
composed-of Relationship Link File 
Relationship Link Record 
Relationship Link Record 
has-instance Relationship Link File 
Relationship Link Record 
Relationship Link Record 
quasi-synonym Relationship Link File 
Relationship Link Record 
Relationship Link Record 
antonxm Relationship Link. File 
Relationship Link Record 
Relationship Link Record 
user-defined Relationship Link File 
Relationship Link Record 
Relationship Link Record 
Figure 3 .9: Relation Type Definition File And Relationship Link File 
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different relationship link file This way, by including different relationship link 
files, a well-constructed thesaurus can be ported to other applications in a flexible 
way. For example, a desk-top word editor may just need to include the quasi-
synonym and an tonym relationship link files, and a information retrieval system 
may include all the predefined-type relationship link files. The following figure 
illustrates the logical plan of the relationship type definition file and relationship 
link files. 
3.3.3 Dea l i ng W i t h Term Amb igu i t y 
Terms in real life can carry multiple meanings which are not directly related. 
For instance, the t e rm "race" means ”origin” , ”compete”, or "competi t ion". 
When specifying a relationship between two terms, the relationship must be 
associated with a specific meaning. It does not make sense to link two terms 
before knowing the exact semantic meaning for an ambiguous te rm. 
In TheSys, we eliminate the t e rm ambiguities by using a semantic classifi-
cation tree, which is a strictly hierarchical tree with each node representing one 
semantic classification. The main idea of this approach is tha t when an am-
biguous te rm is classified under a particular semantic classification, its meaning 
becomes unique. 
A semantic classification of a t e rm is the grammatical or semantical at-
tr ibutes of a t e rm [23] [22]. For example, "no皿”，"verb", ”adjective” and "ad-
verb" are semantic classifications which present the grammatical functions of 
terms. On the other hand, "enter ta inment" , ”sports”, and "computer science” 
are also semantic classifications which present the usage scale of terms. For 
instance, the t e rm ”program” under the "enter ta inment" classification means 
"performance", whereas under the "computer science" classification means "a 
series of codes". A classification can be divided into sub-classification fur ther . 
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For example, the classification of "computer science” can be divided into "Ar-
tificial Intelligence", "Software Engineering”，"Algorithm" etc. According to 
the s tudy of Ueiet a/[22], the association among semantic classifications can be 
organized as a hierarchical tree. 
Each t e r m wi th its par t icular meaning(s) can classified under part icular se-
mant ic classification. In other word, if a t e rm is classified under a par t icular 
semantic classification, its meaning will be l imited into the scale of this seman-
tic classification. Refer to the ”race” te rm, if it is classified under the semant ic 
classification of "verb" , its meaning is the same as "compete" . On the other 
hand, if it is classified under the classification of "noun,,, its meaning is ei ther 
"origin" or "compet i t ion" . So, we can see that when a semantic classification is 
attached to an ambiguous term, the ambiguity of the term will be reduced in 
some degree. If we classified the ambiguous t e rm in sub-classification fu r the r , 
its meaning becomes unique finally. For example, if we a t tach the classification 
"noun-anthropology" to the t e rm ”race”，then its meaning will be clarified as 
” origin”. 
The semantic classification tree is strictly a hierarchical t ree with each node 
representing one semant ic classification. The classification represented by chil-
dren nodes are sub-classifications of the classification represented by fa r ther 
node. The semant ic classifications stood by the leaf nodes are called terminal 
semantic classification, other semantic classifications are called intermediate se-
mantic classification. As one word has a entry into this tree, i.e. a node, its 
meaning is consequently classified under the semantic classification which t he 
node represented. It is obvious tha t if one word carries two meanings, there 
would be two entries in the tree with, different semantic classifications associ-
ated with them. T h e most impor tan t point is when one word being a t tached 
to the terminal semant ic classification, it will not ambiguous in the sense of 
meaning. This is what the incense of the construction of entry te rms which is 
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composed of a t e rm with a terminal semantic classification. 
The construction of semantic classification tree is subject-oriented, which 
is up to t he the users according to the application specialty field where the 
application is required. So, different thesaurus may have different semantic 
classification tree. As a comprehensive thesaurus system, T/ie5y5 provides a 
well-constructed semantic classification tree which is base on the work of a 
Chinese thesaurus dictionary [23] . This dictionary contains 70,000 Chinese 
words classified under 12 major , 94 medium and 1428 minor classification. Its 
classification relies both on the semantical and grammatical a t t r ibutes of a word. 
The following figure shows the ma jo r and medium classification of this semantic 
clasification tree. 
In TheSys, thesaurus builders can use a set of mini-tools to build the tree 
provided t h a t any te rm classified under the terminal classification becomes dis-
ambiguous. Such tools includes insertion of a node, deletion of a node, upda te 
of a node and browse of the tree. However, if there won't be any ambiguous 
word in a special application field, such a tree need not to be created. 
When a semantic classification is built up, it is possible tha t the ambiguity 
of a new ambiguous word could not be eliminated even it is classified under any 
of the semant ic classification. Thus, a so call Split method is used in this case. 
Such an approach is shown as follows step by step, 
1. W h e n a t e rm entered into the thesaurus, attach a part icular meaning to it. 
If it is found that the t e rm is currently carrying more than one meaning, 
just let the t e rm with one of its meaning go into next step, and leave it 
with other meanings stand here for next round consideration. 
2. Check if this te rm can be classified under a particular semantic classifica-
tion as deeply as possible. This classification, which is referred to as sc, 
is ra ther than the root classification that is a dummy classification under 
Figure 3.10: A General Semantic Classification For Chinese Words 
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which any word can be classified. The checking result will be one of the 
following conditions, 
3.1 It can be only classified under the root classification. 
3.2 It can be classified under sc and there is no a same te rm classified 
under sc. 
3 .3 It can be classified under sc and there is a same te rm classified 皿der 
sc. 
3. If condition 3.1 met , goto step 4. If condition 3.2 met , goto step 5. If 
condition 3.3 met , goto step 6. 
4. Insert a semantic classification node down to the root node, goto step 7. 
5. goto to step 7. 
6. Subst i tute the sc with a new node n e w - s c and at tach the whole sub-tree 
leading by sc to n e w - s c . Then , down to the n e w - s c , insert a new node 
other - t h a n - s c under into which the new entered term will be classified. 
goto step 7. 
7. If the input t e rm has no other meaning, goto step 8, else let it carry another 
specific meaning, and go back step 3. 
8. Continue to consider other terms. 
In this procedure, the newly inserted semantic classification must be a ter-
minal classification. 
3.4 Weighting Scheme 
We build various conceptual relationships on the basis of concepts to simulate the 
real world. However, the concepts are discrete, but the world is a continuum. A 
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network of concepts can never be a perfect model of the real world. Therefore, 
we introduce a weighting scheme to smooth the transition f rom one concept 
to another concept. Since the thesaurus f rame is an association network, two 
relevant concepts can either be directly connected by one relationship link, or 
indirectly connected by more than one link which is a search path：. We refer 
to these two concepts in former condition as directly linked concepts, whereas 
in the la t ter condition as indirectly linked concepts. The proposed weighting 
scheme can capture two kinds of conceptual closeness corresponding above two 
conditions. We will describe how such a so called comparison-based weighting 
scheme works as follows. 
3.4.1 Assump t i on 
Before discussing such a weighting scheme, we have two assumptions. 
1. When a new relationship link is built , such a link connects an owner seman-
teme and a member semanteme. The owner semanteme may be currently 
connected to other member semantemes by same type of semantic relation-
ship links. Each of these links may represent different semantic closeness. 
The thesaurus builder should be able to tell such difference. Tha t is the 
builder can tell which pair of owner-member semanteme is closer or looser 
in terms of semantic closeness. 
2. Based on the study of McMath, et al. [5] who proposed a cognitive graph-
ical model in which the closeness of relationships is measured by the mini-
m u m number of links between two terms, we have an assumption as below, 
• There are three semantemes, S, Ei and £2-
• S and El is connected by a search pa th which has minimun number 
of links, n. 
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• S and E2 is also connected by a search pa th which has minimun 
number of links, m. 
• n > m . 
T h e semantic closeness between S and E i is looser than that 
between S and E2. 
Such an assumption means tha t starting f rom a semanteme, the semantic 
relevancy to the lower level semantic must be looser. As for the comparison 
of same level semantemes, the calculation will be discussed later. If the, 
thesaurus builder thinks tha t , compared with a higher level semanteme, a 
lower level semanteme has closer relationships to the s tar t ing semanteme, 
he should re-organize the thesaurus frame. Tha t is to upgrade the level of 
such semanteme so that the new organization can reflect its status." 
3.4.2 Quan t i fy The Relevancy Between Two Di rec t ly L inked Con-
cepts 
In our research, every relationship link is a directed binary link which connects a 
owner and a member . As for assigning the weight value on each relationship link, 
the basic idea is t ha t we believe a weight value can make sense only in the context 
of owner-members. Concretely speaking, for assigning a weight value to a new 
added-in link, we jus t need to know the relative closeness of this link compare to 
all other links tha t connect the owner and owner's other members . The smaller 
the weight value is, the semantically closer the member is to his owner. We 
have confined all weight values in the range of 0 to 1. In reality, the weight 
values may change as a result of relative closeness change due to the addition of 
new links. The necessity for supporting change of relation weight values is due 
, to the fact tha t semantic closeness is in itself a fuzzy concept which is usually 
captured more precisely in the presence of a set of words. However, such change 
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is harmful to the calculation on the relevancy between two indirectly linked 
concepts whose linking search pa th goes through this owner-member context . 
The reason is t h a t the calculation of relevancy of two indirectly linked concepts 
is related to the weight values on all t he links along the pa th . In light of this, 
we decide to generally classify the semantic closeness degree into 5 classes，i.e. 
very strong, strong, medium, loose, very loose. Every class is assigned to a 
constant weight value, e.g. very strong is assigned to 0.2. Linguists or other 
experts only need to indicate the closeness degree for a new added-in link, and 
the value is automat ical ly a t tached. In this way, the phenomenon of frequent 
shaking of weight values can be avoided. On the other hand, the basic principle 
described above is still held. Of course, ad jus tment is needed when we find tha t 
the relative semant ic closenesses of some categories of old links are ou tda ted . 
3.4.3 Quan t i fy The Relevancy Between Two Indirect ly L inked Con-
cepts 
As for quant ifying the closeness degree between two indirectly linked concepts, 
we need to first introduce a new concept, semantic distance. A semantic distance 
between two concepts reflects the semantic closeness or relevancy between two 
concepts. The semant ic distance of two directly linked concepts is the weight 
value on this link. The computat ion of semantic distance of two indirectly linked 
concepts depends on a shortest pa th linking these two concepts. 
Before presenting this algorithm, we would like to demonst ra te a computa-
tion of semantic distance defined in Kim's system[4]. After indicating potent ia l 
semantic inadequate hidden in their scheme, we will then show an effective and 
efficient algori thm which can overcome such a semantic shortcoming. Firstly, 
consider the following example shown in figure, 
This d iagram shows the quasi-synonym relationships among several concepts. 
The values on the links are weight values. Now, the system is required to reveal 
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Figure 3.11: Semantic Distance Calculation 
the semantic information about a word _ (touch). This word is referred to as 
starting concept in terms of the revealing course. I n i 1 1 t i l 
between the star t ing concept and all its neighbor concepts are calculated. The 
satisfactory concepts, i.e. whose semantic distance are within the specified search 
range, are called activated concepts and collected. Afterwards, the neighbor 
concepts of the activated concepts are activated in turn . In Kim's scheme, the 
semantic distance between concept _ and concept 相遇(run into) is calculated 
by simply accumulating the weight value of _ ""“^ 碰（knock) and the weight 
values of 碰""”^ 相遇.The accumulated value is 0 .2+0.2= 0.4. However, the 
diagram shows tha t the semantic relevancy between concept _ and 駭(affec t ) 
is looser than tha t between the above two concepts because the weight value of 
_ _ ^ 景缝,which is 0.8, is greater t han 0.4. Such a calculation works out an 
obvious counter-semantic result. Semantically, the relevancy of one node with 
his child must be closer than tha t of this node with his grandchildren, or else the 
grandchild should be upgraded to be his child. Due to this reason, we modify 
the semantic distance calculation so that if the search for relevant concepts 
spreads out one level, i.e. the search depth or path length is increased by 1, 
a constant will be added to the semantic distance. In our case, this constant 
is 1, the upper bound of weight value scale. Such a modification guarantees 
that conceptual closeness of an activated concept with longer search pa th to the 
start ing concept must be semantically looser. 
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Up till now, the comparison of semantic distances of different concept levels 
f rom a certain s tar t ing concept has been solved satisfactorily. The general idea 
is t ha t the deeper the search pa th is, the semantically looser is the activated 
concept to t he s tar t ing concept. Bu t , we have not explained how to compare 
the relevancy of concepts on the same level. As to the above example, how do we 
compare the relevancy of Wi —> 相遇 and _ — ？嫂(change)? In this research, 
we int roduce a relative weight value to reflect such relevancy. This relative 
weight value is subject to the location of s tar t ing concept and the search pa th . 
Every node in the search path has a relative weight value. Initially, the relative 
weight value of s tar t ing concept is 1. The relative weight value of one concept 
in the search pa th is calculated by multiplying its owner's relative weight value 
by the weight value on the link connecting its owner to itself. In the above case, 
the relative weight value of 相遇 is 1*0.2*0.2 = 0.04, while the relative weight 
value of WS is 1*0.8*0.7 二 0.56. According to this result, we conclude tha t the 
relevancy of 繊 ^ 相遇 is semantically closer. 
Generalizing the above study, we now describe the overall formulat ion for 
calculating the semantic distance as follows, ( note, iV“ Xi,义2, ..，Xn，A'j is a 
search p a t h s tar t ing from concept I \ and ending at concept N] , Weight 
XiJ^i) is the weight value on link —> 兄+i) 
Semant ic distance formulation: 
1. Relative-Weight_Value(_/Vi) 二 1 . 
2. Relative_Weight_Value(Xi) 二 Weight(A；-,Xi) 
3. Relative_Weight.Value(Xi) 二 W e i g h t X i ) * Relative_Weight_Value(X, 
4. Distance(/Y,-,iV^-) 二（seaxch—pathJengtli -1)*1 + 
Weight(Xn, iV,)*Relative_Weight_Value(Xn) 
From this formulation, we can find that the semantic distance is mainly 
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determined by the former part ( (search_pathJength-l)*l) , because the la t ter 
part is always less t h a n 1. In this formulation, the search_pathJength is n + 1 . 
If a comparison of semant ic distance between two concepts required, the lat ter 
part can only make sense when the former part is the same as each other. 
3.5 Term Ranking 
Term ranking is a procedure to find out all the relevant words according to 
search type specification, such as search relation type, which can be default or 
specified by the user. Such a procedure is dependent on the well built thesaurus. 
Once the system accepts a query including a word and the service type indi-
cating the retrieval relation type and search depth, the process of t e rm ranking 
is init iated. This algori thm can be called spreading activation which is similar to 
the spreading activation introduced in Rada 's system [7], but behaves little dif-
ferent in the s tar t ing condition and ending condition. Our spreading activation 
routine starts f rom one concept to which the segmented word is mapped , and 
activates all the semantemes connecting to it in the lines of the query specifica-
tion. Tha t means only those semantemes, which link to the start ing semanteme 
with the indicated relationship types, and with the semantic distances smaller 
than required, can be activated. These activated semantemes will be recorded 
into a set. Then , constrained by the specification, other semantemes connected 
to the recorded semantemes are activated in turn . When no more semanteme 
can be found, the routine stops. Finally, system collects all the words which 
correspond to the recorded concepts, and sorts out a list of words according to 
the priority specified by the query. The list of words can be returned to other 
CAS for proceeding process. As an example，we suppose the system is required 
to search the quasi-synonyms of word _ in the semantic closeness range of 1.05. 
At the beginning, system works out tha t the Distance ( _ 一 碰)is 0.2, Distance 
( _ — _ ) is 0.4, and Distance 簿)is 0.8. So, all these three concepts 
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are activated and recorded. Following, the neighbor concepts of these activated 
concepts are considered. Distance ( _ —> *腿)is ((2-1) + ( 0.2*0.2)) = 1.04， 
and Distance 艘)is ((2-1) + (0.2*0.8)) 二 1.16. Therefore, concept 艘 
is discarded. By now, no more semanteme can be activated. Consequently, all 
the synonyms of concepts 碰，_，景邀 and 相遇 will be returned as results. 
3.6 Thesaurus Module and Maintenance Module 
The thesaurus module provides basic access routines for all search and retrieval 
related functions. It is the core component tha t uses the thesaurus f r ame and 
entry-term construct to carry out actions requested by other applications. It 
takes a word plus service types, such as retrieval of synonym terms, ”is-a” terms, 
etc. as its input and returns the relevant words as its output . These re turned 
words reflect part icular semantic information about the inputed word in line 
with the retrieval specification. 
The maintenance module builds, updates and maintains all the internal da ta 
s t ructure of the system. Entry te rm construct, thesaurus f rame and semantic 
classification trees are built through this module. Also, as it is inevitable tha t 
query the thesaurus in the process of building and maintaining a thesaurus, 
maintenance module will include all the routines provided in thesaurus module. 
Such arrange is due to tha t most frequently, some system just need to employ 
a thesaurus with its querying functions, so separate of a thesaurus module and 
maintenance module is more efficient for this purpose. In our design, TheSys 
system can mainta in several thesauri inside at the same time. So, whenever a 
user want to access a thesaurus, he must tell the system which thesaurus is to be 
operated. The method is giving each thesaurus a unique name and designating 
this name before any operation on the corresponding thesaurus. It is noted 
tha t once a thesaurus is nominated, the subsequent processes are on the this 
thesaurus unless user nominating another thesaurus. 
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3.6.1 The Procedure O f Bu i l d i n g A Thesaurus 
To build a thesaurus, users must use the maintenance module. The procedure 
mainly include five steps: 
1. Name the thesaurus; 
2. Build the semantic classification tree; 
3. Define the relation type; 
4. Insert entry terms and map t h e m to the semantemes; 
5. Set the relationship links among created semantemes. 
As described above, every thesaurus must have a unique name as identity. 
This n a m e is assigned in the first step of building a thesaurus. In a new the-
saurus, the issue of whether a semantic classification is needed depends on the 
application environment. If all the te rms that thesaurus may index on are not 
ambiguous, the semantic classification tree is not needed, else, users must build 
it up before insert the entry terms. We have described that each relationship 
link has a relation type. TheSys has provided several frequently used relation 
type definition. However, if users want capture other relation types, such as "as-
sociate" relationships, they must define the relation types in step 3. Actually, 
we can regard step 2 and step 3 as local convention description which provides 
a flexibility to meet different applications. After the local convention defined, 
users can begin to insert entry t e rms , map entry to semanteme and capture 
relationships among the semantemes. The most important point for these inser-
tion steps is that users must select the semantemes first, and then they can lay 
down the relationships among them. 
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3.6.2 Thesaurus Nom ina t i on 
TheSys allows more than one thesaurus existing in the system. However, in 
any t ime, only one thesaurus can be selected for processing. Thus, a thesaurus 
nominat ion step is needed. Actually, it is simply to pass a thesaurus name, which 
is a string, to the system. Both thesaurus module and maintenance module 
provides thesaurus nomination scheme. The initial s tatus of the system is no 
nominat ion of any thesaurus. Users can nominate a thesaurus through four 
ways, 
1. Name a thesaurus when start to build a new thesaurus; 
2. Use the functions provided by the system to open a thesaurus; 
Whenever the users nominate a thesaurus, the one nominated before will be 
closed automatically. Also, the system provides a close function for close the 
current used thesaurus and not open a new one. In addition, users can also use 
a funct ion to check which thesaurus is currently being processed. Tha t which 
thesaurus is active. 
3.6.3 Semant ic Classification Tree Construct ion 
The semantic classification tree construction is done through maintenance mod-
ule. The provided functions includes insertion of the tree nodes, deletion of the 
tree nodes, upda te the tree nodes and browse the whole tree. In most conditions, 
users had be t te r make this word done before going into procedure of insertion 
of the entry terms. Because the change of the structure of the tree will affect 
the entry te rms ' value. For example, if the name of a semantic classification is 
modified f rom a to b, then all the entry terms which are classified under a have 
to be upda ted to classified under c. However, the system still provides such 
tools for meeting users' need in case the knowledge information does change. 
The insertion of a node is very simple that user just need to indicate the new 
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added node along with its far ther node. Deletion of a node leads all its children 
node to become its far ther node's children. The deletion of a terminal semantic 
classification is restr icted unless all the entry te rms at tached to this classifica-
tion deleted. Upda t e of a node just do a name change work. Browse of a tree 
provide user online information of the tree. —. ； 
，. ‘ 
• • ‘ > • 
3.6.4 Re l a t i on Type Def in i t ion 
TheSys has six pre-defined relation type definition. User can browse their for-
mation through a relation type browse function. In case users want to capture 
their own relation type, they need to make the definition first. This work is also 
done through the maintenance module. Basically, system needs user provide the 
following information, 
• relation type name 
• relation traversal direction type, either symmetrical or asymmetrical 
• weight type, either s tandard or weighted 
• weight rang description 
This information is contained in a record s t ructure which user need to fill it 
up one by one. 
3.6.5 En t ry Term Construct Construct ion 
The entry term construct construction include the insertion and deletion of entry 
terms and upda te of semanteme. 
The insertion of a entry term requires three arguments, a word, the semantic 
classification of this word, and the mapped semanteme. The former two da ta 
consti tute an entry te rm. It is noted that system only accepts terminal semantic 
-classification because a word classified under a terminal semantic classification 
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will be definitely unique in meaning. Since the mapped semanteme is also an 
entry t e rm, at first sight, it should be also composed of a word and semantic 
classification. However, due to tha t the semanteme is the synonym of the in-
serted entry te rm, its semantic classification must be as the same as inserted 
one's. So, system just require the word of this semanteme enough. In addition, 
through this way, system can guarantee the entry term inserted is the synonym 
of the semanteme. In case a new concept collected by the thesaurus, tha t is no 
semanteme of this concept exists, the entry t e rm will be automatically selected 
as the semanteme. In this case, the semantem word is itself. 
The deletion of an entry term requires two arguments, a word and the se-
mant ic classification. System will delete all the word(s) under this semantic 
classification. Other than insertion of an entry te rm, the semantic classification 
need not to be a terminal classification. It even can be a nil value. For example, if 
users want to delete an entry te rm by indicating the word ”race” and the seman-
tic classification nil, then all the entry terms race(compete), race(competi t ion) 
and race(origin) will be deleted. Whereas, if the semantic classification is noun, 
then only the race(competition) and race(origin) are deleted‘ There is a very im-
por tant restriction on this operation, tha t is tha t if a semanteme is just mapped 
by one entry term, the deletion of this entry t e rm is forbidden. 
The upda te of a semanteme means select its another synonym as semanteme. 
It requires the old word, a new word, and their semantic classification. System 
will search out the semanteme and check whether the new entry term is mapped 
to the semanteme. 
3.6.6 Thesaurus Frame Construct ion 
Thesaurus frame construction includes insertion and deletion of the relationship 
link. 
The insertion of a relationship link requires four arguments, relation type, 
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owner semanteme, member semanteme and the weight value. In case the defini-
tion of this link type indicates its weight type s tandard, the weight value need 
not to be filled. Actually, system will check the the link type definition to decide 
if skip this a rgument . 
The deletion of a relationship, link just requires three arguments, relation 
type, owner semanteme and member semanteme. These three arguments are 
enough to indicate a relationship link. 
3.6.7 Thesaurus Query 
All the thesaurus query related functions are provided in thesaurus module. 
They mainly divided into two groups, One is for browsing the system informa-
tion, such as the existing thesauri, the semantemes, the semantic classification 
tree, and relation type definition. Another is for revealing the semantic relation-
ships among words, such as getting synonyms and related words. 
The browsing of system information help users know various definitions im-
mediately. They just need to nominate the thesaurus and call the corresponding 
routines. The search for the synonyms of a word require two arguments, the word 
and its semantic classification. System will search out all the synonyms of the 
entry terms which are made up of by the word and the sub classifications under 
the given classification. Since synonyms search is frequently used, we separate 
this funct ion f rom the search of related word. The search related word is more 
complicated. Users need to provide three arguments, the word, the relation type 
and the semantic distance scale. This search will be done on the assigned rela-
tion type, and within the search scale. It use the term rank technique discussed 
above. Now, we can not allow cross-relation search. 
Chapter 4 
System Implementation 
The implementat ion of TheSys is done using C programming language. Its API 
is conforming with the POSIX 1.1 [25], thus it can be comprehensively ported 
to other platforms. Also, an interactively window-based user interface is built 
on the basis of API and OSF/Motif 1.1. 
4.1 Data Structure 
In this section, we presents the internal data structure of the thesaurus. This 
s t ructure is more efficient for Chinese data. However, it will not affect its ability 
to process other language data, such as English data. Basically, the system treat 
all the input da ta as byte strings. As the minimum processing unit of Chinese 
data, i.e. Character, is double byte length, all the record fields which store the 
data are even byte length. At this point, we can see tha t the English da ta can 
also fit into this s t ructure thoroughly. 
4.1.1 En t r y Term Construct 
Entry Term Construct basically includes three types of tables and corresponding 
index tables. They are Entry Term Table,Entry Term Index Table, Synonym 
Table, Semanteme Table and Semanteme Index Table. 
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En t ry Term Table A n d En t ry Term Index Table 
Entry Term Table is used to record all the entry terms and assign an unique word 
code for every te rm. This word code is the internal identity of the corresponding 
entry t e rm and will be cited in other da ta structures. Its s t ructure is displayed 
as follows. 
30 31 
Sequential Code Semantic Class Code Mark 
Figure 4.1: Internal Word Code Data Structure 
From this logical display, we can see that internal word code is composed of 
three fields. The first one is Sequential Code which occupy 20 bits. It is the 
record number of the entry te rm. In entry term table, the number of record is 
maintained in the table header. Once a new entry term is inserted, system will 
increase the total record number by 1 and assign the new number into this field. 
The second field of word code is Semantic Class Code. It is used to represent 
the semantic classification of the entry term. As discussed in last chapter, users 
need to specify the terminal semantic classification of a new entry te rm. This 
classification is represented by a symbol. When system accepts this symbol 
representation, it will switch the string characters into a 皿merical value and 
assign the result to this field. This numerical value is the internal code of the 
semantic c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . The last field is a Mark bit which indicate the validity 
of the entry term. It is observed tha t the deletion of an entry t e rm is seldom 
executed. Therefore, in our design, if an entry term is deleted, system just 
switch the value of this bit f rom 1 to 0 instead of replace the whole record with 
other entry term. This way, there is no need for packing the file so tha t the 
management is more simple and efficient even some memory is wasted. Further , 
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if such a entry t e rm is inserted again, system can find out this record and directly 
switch the mark bit to 1 to enable the entry te rm validate. 
The logical s t ructure of Entry Term Table is shown in the following figure. 
character character Internal Code 1 character 0 \ 
char^ter character Internal Code % J character I S characier character Iniemal Code character 7 / 
character character Internal Code 
character character Internal Code 
character character Internal Code 
character characier Internal Code 
character character Internal Code < 
F i g u r e 4.2: Entry Term Table Structure 
In the entry te rm table, each column is one record which has four fields : 
the first two for storing the characters of the word; the third for internal word 
code, and the last is a pointer that points to next word which is with the same 
leading character. Based on the study result in [24], most of the Chinese words 
are one-character or two-character words. Among this, one-character words 
account for 12.1kinds of words can fit into this structure. For the words tha t 
consist of over two characters, system need two or more records to contain them. 
To recognize a word, system will check whether the internal word code of next 
record is the same or not. If yes, it means that the word continues on the next 
record, otherwise, the word is retrieved. 
The entry t e rm index table is more simple. Each record of this table contains 
two fields. One is an indexing character. The other is an address pointer pointing 
to a record in entry term table. This record stores the first entry term whose 
term is led by the indexing character. 
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Synonym Table and Semanteme Table 
Synonym table is used to group the synonyms together. Semanteme Table is 
used to register the semantemes. There is a pointer in each semanteme record 
for pointing to a group synonyms in synonym table. Their structures are shown 
in the following figure. 




































Figure 4.3: Synonym k Semanteme Table Structure 
In this figure, we can see that each semanteme record contains three fields. 
The first is an internal word code which is the representation of the semanteme. 
The second is an address pointer pointing to a record in synonym table. And 
the last one is a pointer to next semanteme which belongs to the same semantic 
classification. This table is indexed by the semanteme index whose each record 
contains two fields. One is a class code, another is a address pointer to seman-
teme table. The pointed record is the first semanteme belonging to this semantic 
classification. The synonymous relationship among entry terms is represented 
in synonym table. Each record of this table has two fields. One is an word 
internal code representing an entry term. Another is a pointer pointing to its 
synonym record. In such a way, we can search from a semanteme to retrieve 
all the synonyms under this semanteme. Also, the mapping from semanteme to 
entry t e rm is provided. 
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4.1.2 Thesaurus Frame 
T h e thesaurus f rame maintains one relation type definition file for the defini-
tion of link types and a set of relationship link files for recording each type of 
relationship links respectively. 
Four fields are used to define each link type. The first field defines the name 
of the link type. The second field indicates link traversal direction. The third one 
indicate the weight type. When a thesaurus builder wants to define a relation 
type, quasi-synonyms for instance, he may want to assign different values for 
different quasi-synonyms of a given term. In case the weight type is specified as 
a range, the four th field specifies the pointer to the entries in the range table 
where the range(s) are specified. Entries inside the relationship link definition 
table should not be deleted freely unless all the links of that type is deleted. 
Besides synonyms, TheSys has defined several well known link types such 
as antonyms, is-a/has-instant,-part-of/composed-of. A thesaurus tha t does not 
need the pre-defined types can simply keep these definitions intact without cre-
ating any link of tha t type. Tha t is, initially, each relationship link file is empty 
unti l any such type of relationship link is inserted. We want to emphasize tha t 
our system provides methods to create different types of links because TheSys is 
a building tool. A specific thesaurus, however, does not need to use all of t hem 
at all. 
Each relationship link of a particular link type is defined by three fields: the 
two semantemes and the weight value of the relationship link. Since the order 
of the two semantemes is impor tant especially for a uni-clirectional link, each 
semanteme in a link is identified either as an owner or as a member with the 
direction pointing f rom the owner to the member. In case the weight is not a 
constant for this link type, the weight value needs to be assigned. The following 
figure shows the logical format of a relationship link file. Each column is one 
record. 
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Link Weight Value Owner Semanteme Member Semanteme 
Link Weight Value Owner Semanteme Member Semanteme 
Link Weight Value Owner Semanteme Member Semanteme 
Link Weight Value Owner Semanteme Member Semanteme 
Link Weight Value Owner Semanteme Member Semanteme 
F i g u r e 4.4: Relationship Link File 
4.2 A P I 
The API (Application Program Interface) of TheSys is conforming with the 
POSIX 1.1 which is an operation system interface and application environment 
standards. In this thesis, we won't discuss this s tandard because it is beyond 
our research scope. 
As mentioned in the system design principles discussion, an application sys-
tem can employ the whole API for building and querying the thesauri. However, 
they can also jus t include the query related functions for thesauri accessing. In 
our design, we construct the system in two functional module，one is Mainte-
nance Module which contains all the functions, another is Thesaurus Module 
which only contains the query re la ted functions. 
API for thesaurus module has the following routines: 
• int ListSemanticClass (SemClassTable Hable); 
This routine returns the classification tree. The root pointer is 
stored in table. 
RelationTypeTable *ListRdationType ( ) , 
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This rout ine returns the relationship link definition table. 
SemantemeGroup *SearchSemanteme (char *word，char *class); 
This rout ine returns the semantemes for the word under classi-
fication class. If class is not specified, all the semantemes tha t 
the word is associated with under all classes are returned. 
WordGroup * Search Entry Term (char *word，char * class); 
This rout ine checks if the term specified by word is defined in 
the thesaurus . The semantic classification class is an optional 
pa ramete r to indicate if the caller needs to find out whether the 
t e rm exists in tha t particular class. If it unspecified, all the 
semantic classes tha t it belongs to are returned, 
• WordGroup ‘‘ Retrieve Related Word (char *word, SearchScale searchscale); 
This is a generalized routine to retrieve related terms of word 
. T h e precise specification of ”related” is given in searchscale. 
searchscale contains the relationship types and with an option 
of a specified semantic distance. When a distance is given, Re-
trieveRelatedWord retrieve all the terms tha t falls within the 
specified distance. 
• WordGroup *SearchSynonyms (char *word, char *class); 
For a given te rm word of the semantic class wordclass, this rou-
tine re turns all the synonyms. If wordclass is not specified, syn-
onym of all classes will be returned. This routine is actually 
a special case of the function RetrieveRelatedWordQ. But it 
searches through the entry term construct only. 
Since maintenance work may include all the related routines related to query. 
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So, in maintenance module, besides the above routines, the following functions 
are also available : 
• int InsertSemanticClass (char *parent, ClassNode *node); 
This is the routine to build up the semantic classification tree. 
A new node contains its name is passed in by the variable node. 
Its parent node is indicated by the variable parent. The tree 
must be built f rom the root in a top down fashion by calling 
InsClassQ repeatedly. The order for the sibling nodes is not 
importance. 
• int InsertEntryTerm (char "added, char ""mapped, char *class); 
This routine inserts a new entry term into the entry te rm con-
struct . added contains the new term, class indicate the semantic 
classification of the new te rm and mapped provides the synonym 
tha t the new te rm wants to be associated with. Even though 
added can be associated with more than one synonym, only one 
needs to be given because of the ring s t ructure explained in 
chapter 3. The newly added word will have the same seman-
teme as tha t of the mapped word. If this t e rm does not have 
any synonyms, added itself would serve as the semanteme. 
• WordGroup * Delete Entry Term (char *word，char * class); 
This routine deletes the entry term(s) specified by word and 
class. In case a t e rm is also a semanteme and there are other 
synonyms pointing to it, the deletion is aborted. 
• int ReLinkEntryTerm (char *src，char 气srcclass，char *obj， 
char *objdass); r r r w This routine can be considered as a combination ot Insbntry-
Term() and Del Entry Term () 
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int Changeldentifier (char *src，char 氺obj，char *class); 
This rout ine changes the current semanteme src and replaces it 
wi th obj. Note tha t a t e rm can be chosen as a semanteme only if 
it exists in the entry t e rm construct . In case tha t an entry t e rm 
needs to be deleted which happened to be a semanteme, another 
seman teme must be nominated. In any case, this rout ine is not 
used often because deletion in the thesaurus is rare. — 
> int BuildRelationFrame (RelationTypeRecord record); 
This rout ine defines a new relationship link type. The three 
fields for the given type is specified in record. 
• int AddRelationLink (char Hype, LinkRecord linkrec); 
This rout ine adds a new link of a specified type. The two seman-
t eme and the possible weight value(s) are specified in linkrec. 
.int DeleteRelationLink (char Hype, Semanteme Ssem，Semanteme E.sem); 
This rout ine deletes the link of type which connects the two 
semantemes, Ssem and Esem. 
As discussed in the thesis scope, a scheme to check the validity of a word may 
be needed in some application environment. The detail of this scheme can be 
found in appendix! . The main idea is that user must provide an application 
interface as follows, 
• int LookUpWord (char *word) 
This routine checks if the word included in a local dictionary. 
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4.3 User Interface 
Window-based user interfaces have become a common feature of m o s t computer 
systems [25]. The user interface (UI) of TheSys is such an interface which is 
developed on the OSF/Motif 1.1 p la t form. 
4.3.1 W i d g e t A n d Its Cal lback 
Widget is a concept in Motif. It is a complex da ta structure tha t combines a X 
window with a set of procedures tha t perform actions on that window. There are 
two keys associated with each each Widget , resources and callbacks. Resource 
is a set of variables to control the appearance and behavior of the widget. For 
example, a widow tha t display a label has resources that determine the value of 
the label, the font used to display the label, and the margins around the label. 
Another key to widget is callback. A callback is a procedure tha t is called by a 
widget whenever certain events occur for the widget. The idea behind callback is 
tha t you create a procedure, and tell the widget to call that procedure whenever 
an event triggers the callback. An event might be, for example, the user push 
a bu t ton in a widget. The callback mechanism is the base for our UI accessing 
the thesaurus through API. 
In our design, UI provides various windows, which are managed by different 
widgets, for users to read and write data . These data are store in the resource 
variables of c o r r e s p o n d i n g widgets. When users want to execute some functions, 
system get the arguments values f rom the resources and pass these da ta to 
callback. Inside callback, a calling to one or more API routines are included. 
Callback will be responsible to direct the argument data to the routine(s) and 
activate i t / t h e m to access the thesaurus. For example, a user may want to delete 
an entry te rm. He put the word and semantic classification into the window and 
click a En t ry Term Delete bu t ton . The UI application then activate the 
entry-term-delete callback to read the word and semantic classification. With in 
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the callback, a t ruly deletion interface function, tha t is the Del Entry Term, will 
be called to do this work. 
4.3.2 B i l i ngua l User Interface 
This UI allows users to interact with the system in Chinese GuoBiao, Chinese 
Big-5 and English language. Actually, the UI program is wri t ten in a way tha t 
make no assumptions about the language. Such an idea is supported by using 
the message catalogs mechanism. 
The main concept in the message catalog mechanism is the message text in 
program. T h e message text is the data specific to any particular language, such 
as the window tit le and label content in user interface program. For example, 
in this UI, the heading of the top window for English processing environment 
is "TheSys - Thesaurus System", while it should be ”通意通用語意詞典系統”.If 
such message text is hardcoded in program, the program can only serve for par-
ticular language. So, it is proposed to make these message text held in a message 
catalog separate f rom the main body of the program. And the message catalog 
can be t ransla ted into several languages to meet the language requirements of 
each user. This is the behind idea of message catalog mechanism. 
Actually, the message catalogs are simple databases that stores the message 
texts. Each message catalog serve for particular language. Normally, it is a 
directory which includes two files, .msf file and . ca t file. The .msf file is a 
text file tha t stores message text in particular languages. These message file is 
organized as follows, 
$ / * 
$ * X/OPEN message c a t a l o g u e 
$ * / 
$ I n x m a i n . c 
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$ s e t 1 
1 OK 
2 C a n c e l 
3 H e l p 
$ s e t 2 
1 Word 
2 Seman teme 
3 R e l a t i o n s h i p 
In this file, the line led by a dollar sign and a space is a comment line，such as 
the first to f if th line. The lines not led by a dollar sign are the message texts. 
Each message text is led by a number which will be referenced by other routines. 
However, these message texts are divided into several sets by the Sset line. The 
number tha t follows the $set is the set number which will also be referenced 
by other routines. Actually, the set 皿mber, the message text number and 
the message catalog identity, normally the message catalog directory path, can 
identify unique one message text . The .cat file is a binary file generated f rom 
.msf file. Such two file must work with a c a t g e t s library routines. This routine 
is embedded in the program. Each position that the message text should occur 
will be placed such a routine. In run time of program, this routine will go to 
part icular message catalog to take out the message text to replace its position. 
So tha t , in each run t ime, the real message text is displayed. There are four 
arguments in this routine. The first is a message path which point to a message 
catalog. The second is a number indicating the set number and the third is a 
number indicating the message text number. The last is a pointer to a string 
which is a default string for the message text. If the routine can' t retrieve the 
message text f rom the message catalog, such default string will be a substitute. 
c a t d , : 1，1， " Q K " ) )； 
c a t d , 1 , 2， " C a n c e l " ) ) ； 
. c a t d , 1，3， " H e l p " ) ) ； 
In TheSys, the UI control its language specific data and funct ions by setting 
the message path . Different message path direct the program retrieve different 
data. Currently, there are three message catalogs created, GB, B5 and ENG. 
These three catalogs server for GuoBiao, Big5 and English respectively. Before 
running the UI program, users must assign an environment 'variable L A N G 
whose value can only be GB, B5, or ENG. According to this value，the program 
can make a decision to go to one of above catalogs to retrieve message text data . 
4.3.3 Chinese Character I n pu t Me t hod 
As Motif system is originally developed in English language processing environ-
ment . Most of its tools is convenient for English but Chinese. W h e n building a 
, c a t d = c a t o pen ( m e s g p a t h , 
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The following is a segment of a program that shows how the message catalog 
mechanism work. 
# i n c l u d e < n l一 t y p e s . h > 
n l ^ c a t d _ m _ c a t d ; 
\ J / o 
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Chinese Motif application, we need to write our own tools and windows specially 
for Chinese processing. The most difficult one is the Chinese character input . 
As the common key board is designed for English input , it is needed to use 
a software me thod to deal with the Chinese character input problem. The idea 
behind this me thod includes two step. First , we need a kind of standard tha t 
m a t d i s a string of English character to a list of Chinese characters, such as 
CangJie s tandard , WuBi standard etc. According to this s tandard, if one user 
want to display a Chinese character on the screen, he can enter the English 
string which will be mapped to this C h i n e s e character. Following, a set of 
software tools embedded in an application program will t ranslate the English 
string to corresponding Chinese character. In motif application, the creation 
and functions of such software tools are as follows, 
1. Write a routine, which is referred to as C h i n e s e l n p u t , to initialize a 
window area, which is referred to as Chinese Input Area, for displaying 
the Chinese Characters. 
4 
Chineselnput accepts a string of English character entered from keyboard. 
Such character strings will be passed to another routine, which is referred 
to as C h e c k T a b l e . 
According to this string, CheckTable routine go to retrieve Chinese charac-
ters in a Chinese character mapping table. This table match the English 
string to Chinese characters. For example, the string of ”zhong，，corre-
sponds a C h i n e s e Character ”中”.Since a string may corresponds more 
than one Chinese characters, the routine could retrieve more than one 
corresponding Chinese characters. 
5. A list of matched Chinese characters is returned by CheckTable, and 
passed back to Chineselnput. 
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6. Chineselnput displays the list of Chinese characters in the Chinese input 
area for selection. User can select the Character he want. 
In Motif , there is no such such Chinese character mapping tables. So, we use 
some tools and source files in the CxTerm system to help to write the Chinese 
character input software. 
In TheSys, the Chinese mapping tables are gotten from CxTerm. They 
are CangJ i e . c i t , P Y . c i t and S imple .c i t which serve for CangJie, PinYin and 
Simple CangJie input method respectively. The retrieval routine, which is named 
c i t2t i t .c is also f rom CxTerm. It has two header file, H Z i n p u t . h and cit2tit . h . 
At last, the Chineselnput routine is named Input—Callback in a source file 
input.c. Such a routine is activated in the programs of the UI. The method is, 
• Initialize a f rame box for loading Chinese character. 
• Add an event handler i n p u t .callback to this f rame box. 
Consequently, the Chinese input area will be displayed in the bo t tom of the 
window. And the selected Chinese character f rom input area can be displayed 
the f r ame box. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion And Future Work 
Thesaurus can be used for intelligent processing of information in comprehensive 
area. The TheSys system presented in this thesis help users build the thesauri 
according to their own requirements. The main feature of TheSys is that it 
allows users define arbitrary relationships among terms in a way useful to the 
application environments. Its API design mechanism make the system as a 
comprehensively applicable package which can be ported to different applications 
easily. Currently, we have use this tools built up a Chinese thesaurus thesaurus 
containing 1 0 , 0 0 0 entry terms among which synonymous, q u a s i - s y n o n y m o u s , 
antonym and p a r t - o f / c o m p o s e d - o f relationships are embedded. 
However, this system still has some aspects needed to be improved. They 
are the search of related word in cross-relation context, the weighting scheme 
model and the automat ic recognition of relationship. 
The current version of TheSys just support searching related words in par-
ticular relation type. However, users may need to do this search in the multiple 
relation type context. For example, a user may want to search the related words 
of ”race” in the scale of quasi-synonymous and broader /narrow relationships. 
His expectat ion may be to first search out all the quasi-synonyms of the ”race”， 
and then search out all the broader/narrower terms of the quasi-synonyms. 
We proposed a weighting scheme in this thesis. However, we need more 
experiment to evaluate its performance, especially for the link weight assignment. 
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The link weight assignment directly affect the semantic distance between two 
semantemes. As a relation type need variable link weight, we have two methods 
to assign the value. One is classified the range into several scale and let users 
indicate which scale the value should go down. This method is employed by 
TheSys. Its advantage is to keep the thesaurus f rame relatively stable and 
simplified the management . The second method is dynamically assign the weight 
in a way tha t users indicate the relatively closeness among the owner-members 
context. This me thod model the reality more closely but make the semantic 
distance calculation complicated. Therefore, we are trying combine these two 
methods ' advantages to develop more efficient and effective approach. Further , 
we plan to separate the weighting scheme from the system so tha t the users 
can develop their own weighting scheme. At this point, each type of weighting 
scheme method is referred to as one weighting scheme model. The idea behind 
the weighting scheme model is the system provide an interface to the weighting 
scheme model. User can follow the system's guideline to design his model. Also, 
system itself will include several pre-defined weighting scheme models. User can 
link his weighting scheme model to the system as well as select one of the pre-
defined weighting scheme models. This way, the system can be more flexible 
and powerful. 
Now, users define the relationships among terms by the experience. In this 
way, they may unconsciously capture erroneous information which degrade the 
function of the thesaurus. Therefore, we want to make the thesaurus building 
system more intelligent. Tha t is it has the function for automatic recognition of 
relationship among terms which is a much more challenging topic [2]. The basic 
idea behind it is tha t if two words are found frequently occurring side by side, 
it is possible they have some particular association. Through the analysis and 
statistic on large volume of document, system can give users hints about these 
information. 
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Appendix A 
System Installation 
As a product , TheSys is provided as a package of files. Basically, these files 
are divided into three categories. The first category is a set of management 
information files which help the system maintain the internal thesauri. The 
second is a set of da ta files which store the thesaurus data . T h e last is a set 
of C source code files. All these files should be placed under a directory which 
is referred to as TheSys Working Directory. Since the system can parallelly 
build and main ta in more than one thesaurus, each thesaurus has its own set of 
data files which are put in different directories under the working directory. The 
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Data Files 
- Data Files 
F i g u r e A.l: The Organization Of Files In TheSys 
Gerenally speaking, the installation of the system include two steps. The 
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first is to create the working directory and load the files of TheSys into the 
directory. The second is to compile the source code files in local environments. 
In this appendix, we would explain each of the files in TheSys first. And then 
we show how to use TheSys as a building block in programming and how to set 
up the TheSys system with user interface. Also, as mentioned in the system 
design principle, the system allow user verify the 
by using an external dictionary. Such an issue will be discussed in the end of 
this appendix. 
A . l Files In TheSys 
As described above, the first group files in TheSys is a set of management 
information files. They are, 
• ThesauriList .sys 
This is a file tha t records all the thesauri maintained in the system. It 
is directly under the working directory and will be automatically created 
when the first thesaurus is created in the system. 
• G B B5 E N G 
These are three message directories for user interface. They respectively 
serve for GuoBiao, Big5, and English user interface. They are part of 
the system package so that user must copy them into their own working 
directory. Inside each of the directories, there are following files, 
- C a n g J i e . c i t PY . c i t simple.cit 
These three files are ci t tables for Chinese Input method. They cor-
responds to CanJie, Pingying and Simple CangJie respectively. 
- M a i n _ m e n u 
This is a resource file for Motif window manager to set up environment 
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for the user interface. It is very simple so tha t we include it here, user 
can modify it according to his local environment and requirements: 
Main^menu+fontList: -*-cour ier-*-r-*— 1 4 - * = e n g l i s h， \ 
-hku-fixed-medimu - r -nor ina l - -16- i60-72-72-c- i60-b ig5 .hku-0=chi i iese 
Main一memi*traversa lCln: TRUE 
M a i i i _ n i e i i u * h i g h l i g h t C o l o r : Ye l low 
M a i n _ m e n u * h i g h l i g h t T h i c k n e s s : 1 
Maiii_menu*keyboardFocusPo l i cy :po i i i t e r 
Main_meiiu*higiiligiitOnEnter :TRUE 
M a i i i _ m e n u * f o r e g r o u n d : B l a c k 
M a i i i _ m e n u * b a c k g r o u n d : W h i t e 
Maiii_inenu*iieadiiig*foregrouiid: Yellow 
Main_menu*heading*backgroiiiid: Blue 
M a i n _ m e n u * b u t t o n * f o r e g r o u i i d : B l a c k 
Main_menu*button*backgroiind:LightGray 
Main-menu* i n p u t _ k s *f o r e g r o u n d : W h i t e 
M a i n . m e n u * i n p u t _ k s * b a c k g r o u i i d : B l u e 
- m e s s a g e . c a t m e s s a g e . m s f 
This is the message file and message catalog file for the message t i t le 
in user interface. 
The second group of files is the data files. They are: 
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• The* 
These are a series of directories, such as T h e l , The2, ... Each of such 
directory stores all the data files of a thesaurus. This directory and inside 
da ta files will be automatically created when users create a new thesaurus. 
They are, 
1. ENTRY-TBL SEMANTEME.TBL CLASS_TBL SYNONYM_TBL 
2. ENTRYJDX SEMANTEMEJDX CLASSJDX SYNONYMJDX 
3. R e l a t i o n T y p e . s y s 
4. R e l a t i o n * . r e l 
The first set of files are used to record the entry terms, semantemes, se-
mant ic classifications of words and synonyms. The second set of files are 
the index files corresponding the above files respectively. The third set 
of file is the relation type definition file. The last set of files are a set of 
relaitonship link files. 
The third group files are the C source codes and make files. Users must 
compile them in their own system environment. These files a r e , . 
• T h e S y s . h 
• l i b r a ry . c i n p u t . c c i t2 t i t . c a p p . c r e l a t i o n . c b . c wo rd _cb . c semc lass_cb .c 
s e m a n t e m e . c b . c x m a i n t e n a n c e . c x a p p l i c a t i o n . c fileman.c n a m i n g . c sem-
class.c con . c rc .c t r . c 
• M a k e f i l e A P P M a k e f i l e U I 
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T h e above th i rd set of files are make files. They respectively serve for appli-
cation package usage and independent system with user interface. When users 
want to use the the system as one of the above two ways, they must rename the 
make files into makefi le 
A.2 Employ TheSys As Application Package 
W h e n other systems want to employ the TheSys as a building block, it must 
follow the procedure below: 
1. Make a directory as TheSys Working Directory. 
2. Copy all the *.c files and *.h header files into this directory 
3. Copy the Make f i l eAPP file into this directory and change its name to 
” makefile”. 
4. If T h e s a u r i L i s t . s y s exists, copy it into the directory. 
5. Make the makefile 
6. If a C program, say e x t e r n a p p . c , want to call the routines in TheSys, it 
just need to include the thesys.h header file. 
7. W h e n compiling the externapp.c, user need to add below line into its make 
file, 
CC _o externapp externapp.c -IThesys 
T h a t is to link a local library named l i b T h e S y s . 
The content of the Make f i l eAPP is as follows, 
XLIB = - l i -g 
CFLAGS = -c -o -Wf ,-XNh2000 - O l i m i t 2 0 0 0 -DSTRIMGS.ALIGNED 
_D_NO_PROTO -DNO^REGEX 
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SRC = f i l e m a n . c n a m i n g . c s e m c l a s s . c c o n . c r c . c t r . c 
OBJS = f i l e m a n . o n a m i n g . o s e m c l a s s . o c o n . o r c . o t r . o 
HDRS = t h e s y s . h 
CC = c c 
a l l : $ ( O B J S ) 
a r r v l i b T h e S y s . a $ ( O B J S ) 
# $ ( O B J S ) : $ ( S R C ) $ (HDRS) 
# c c $ (CFLAGS) $ ( O B J S ) $ ( SRC ) 
f i l e m a n . o : f i l e m a n . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) $ (CFLAGS) f i l e m a n . c 
n a m i n g . o : n a m i n g . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) $ (CFLAGS) n a m i n g . c 
s e m c l a s s .o : s e m c l a s s . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) $ (CFLAGS) s e m c l a s s . c 
c o n . o : c o n . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) $ (CFLAGS) c o n . c 
r c . o : r c . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) $ (CFLAGS) r c . c 
t r . o : t r . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) $ (CFLAGS) t r . c 
A.3 Set Up TheSys With UI 
The setting of the system with user interface include the following steps. 
1. Make a directory as TheSys Working Directory. 
2. Copy all the *.c files and *.h header files into this directory 
3. Copy the message catalog directories B5，GB , and E n g into this direc-
tory. 
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4. If ThesauriList .sys exists, copy it into the directory. 
5. Copy the Makef i leUI file into this directory and change its name to 
"makefile". 
6. make the makefile. If a user just want to use the application module, he 
need to do the make work as follows, 
make application 
or, if he want to use the maintenance module, he need to do make work 
as follows, 
make maintenance 
The content of the Makef i leUI is as follows, 
XL IB = - IXm - I X t -1X11 - l i - I T h e S y s -g 
XLIBPATHS= -L/usr /X l lR5 / l i b -L / u s r /mo t i f 1 . 1 / l i b 
CFLAGS = - l / u s r / X l l R B / i n c l u d e - I / u s r / m o t i f 1 . 1 / i n c l u d e 
_ c -Wf , -XNh2000 - O l i m i t 2000 -DSTRINGS.ALIGNED 
-D_NO_PROTO -DNO.REGEX 
SRCO = x m a i n t e n a n c e . c 
SRCl = x a p p l i c a t i o n . c 
SRC3 = l i b r a r y . c i n p u t . c c i t 2 t i t . c a p p . c r e l a t i o n . c b . c . 
w o r d一 c b . c s e m c l a s s一 c b . c s eman teme一cb . c 
SRC4 = f i l e m a n . c n a m i n g . c s e m c l a s s . c c o n . c r c . c t r . c 
OBJSO = x m a i n t e n a n c e . o 
QBJSl = x a p p l i c a / t i o n . o a p p l i c a t i o n . o 
QBJS3 = l i b r a r y . o i n p u t . o c i t 2 t i t . o a p p . o r e l a t i o n . c b . o 
w o r d _ c b . o s e m c l a s s . c b . o seman teme一cb .o 
0 B J S 4 = f i l e m a n . o n a m i n g . o s e m c l a s s . o c o n . o r c . o t r . o 
HDRS = t h e s y s . h 
CC = c c 
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a l l : m a i n t e n a n c e a p p l i c a t i o n 
m a i n t e n a n c e : $ ( SRCO) $ ( O B J S O ) $ ( 0 B J S 3 ) $ ( 0 B J S 4 ) 
$ ( C C ) -o m a i n t e n a n c e $ ( Q B J S O ) $ ( 0 B J S 3 ) $ ( 0 B J S 4 ) 
${XLIBPATHS} $ { X L I B } 
a p p l i c a t i o n : $ ( S R G 1 ) $ ( Q B J S 1 ) $ ( Q B J S 3 ) $ ( 0 B J S 4 ) 
$ ( C C ) -o a p p l i c a t i o n $ ( 0 B J S 1 ) $ ( 0 B J S 3 ) $ ( 0 B J S 4 ) 
${XLIBPATHS} $ { X L I B } 
# p r o g r a m d e p e n d e n c i e s 井### 
x m a i n t e n a n c e . o : ^ m a i n t e n a n c e . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) x m a i n t e n a n c e . c 
x a p p l i c a t i o n . o : ^ a p p l i c a t i o n . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) x a p p l i c a t i o n . c 
l i b r a r y . o : l i b r a r y . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C G ) _ c $ (CFLAGS) l i b r a r y . c 
i n p u t . o : i n p u t . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) i n p u t . c 
c i t 2 t i t .0： c i t 2 t i t . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $(CFLAGS) c i t 2 t i t . c 
f i l e m a n . o : f i l e m a n . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $(CFLAGS) f i l e m a n . c 
n a m i n g . o : n a m i n g . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $(CFLAGS) n a m i n g . c 
s e m c l a s s . o : s e m c l a s s . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $(CFLAGS) s e m c l a s s . c 
s e m c l a s s . o : s e m c l a s s . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $(CFLAGS) s e m c l a s s . c 
c o n . o : c o n . c t h e s y s .h. 
$ ( C C ) - c $(CFLAGS) c o n . c 
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r c . o : r c . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) r c . c 
t r . o : t r . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) t r . c 
r e l a t i o n 一 c b . 0 : r e l a t i o n 一 c b . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) r e l a t i o n 一 c b . c 
s e m c l a s s . c b . 0 : s e m c l a s s _ c b . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) s e m c l a s s _ c b . c 
s e m a i r t e m e一cb.o: s e m a n t e m e . c b . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) -c $ ( C F L A G S ) semanteme.c b.c 
w o r d一 c b . o : w o r d一 c b . c t h e s y s . h 
$ ( C C ) - c $ (CFLAGS) w o r d一 c b . c 
If a user interface is used, users need to assign two environment variable. 
Tlie first is A P P L R E S D I R which give out the directory pa th of the working 
directory installing the system. The second is L A N G which must be one of the 
following values, B5 , GB，and E N G . It is obvious that this variable corresponds 
to Big5, GuoBiao, and English processing environment. The above two values 
direct the system to retrieve resources and message data for setting up different 
interactive environment . 
A.4 Verify The Word Using External Dictionary 
As described in the system design principle, the system allow users verify the 
validity of the recoded word by using an external dictionary. The implementa-
tion of such a scheme depends on which way the system is used, either as an 
application building block or as an independent system with user interface. 
When the system is employed as an building block, the verification of the 
recorded work is done inside the application program which includes the TheSys. 
f p = f o p e n ( ' 7 u s r / l o c a l / t h e s y s p r j / d i c t i o n a r y " 
/ * o p en t h e e x t e r n a l d i c t i o n a r y t o r e a d * / 
/ * c a l l t h e l o c a l v e r i f i c a t i o n r o u t i n e * / 
i f l o o k a w o r d ( f p , w o r d ) 
/ * i f t h e wo rd e x i s t s * / 
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Tha t is users themselves provide a verification routine to check the validity of the 
word. Only successful checking, he can call the TheSys InsEntryTerm routine 
to insert the word as entry term. The usage of this routine is up to users. Also, 
its syntax is defined by the users. The below example shows a guideline of this 
scheme, ( the bolded routine is user defined routine) 
i f l o o k a w o r d ( f p , w o r d ) ; 
InsEntryTerm(word, mappedword, wordclass); 
else 
pr intf("Such A Word %s Is Invalidate!", word): 
If the system is used through the user interface. The requirement for this 
verification is strict. Users must do three things, 
1. Users need to write a C function to include their own verification routine. 
This function must obey the syntax as follows, 
i n t L o o k U p W o r d ( c h a r * w o r d ) ; 
And the concrete implementation of this function could as follows, 
i n t LookUpWord ( c h a r * w o r d ) 
{ 
F I L E *fp； 
r 
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r e t u r n ( 1 )； 
e l s e 
/ * i f t h e wo rd d o e s n o t e x i s t s * / 
r e t u r n ( 0 )； > 
2. Compile the function and use the ar command archive this function into 
local library l ibTheSys. 
3. Assign an environment variable E X T E R N D I C T as the value of O N . 
This way, the user interface program know to call the LookUvWovdiunc-
t ion. 
Following the above guideline, users can make the system to check the validity 
of a recorded word. 
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ypographic Conventions 
This volume uses the following typographic conventions: 
• Boldfaced strings represents literals; type them exactly as they appear. 
• Italicized strings represent funct ion arguments. 
B . l thesys.h File 
When other application systems want to employ the TheSys API in their pro-
grams, the thesys.h file must be included. This file defines all the data struc-
tures application programmer need to know. Below is its content, 
# i f n d e f 一 T i i e S y s 一 H 
# d e f i n e _ T h e S y s _ H 
/ * d a t a s t r u c t u r e * / 
/ * n a m i n g . c * / 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t TN 
{ c h a r * t h e s a u r u s i i a m e ; 
s t r u c t TN * i i e x t ； 
> T h e s a u r u s L i s t ； 
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/ * T h i s l i n k e d l i s t s t r u c t u r e s t o r e s t h e e x i s t i n g t h e s a u r i 
names * / 
/ * s e m c l a s s . c * / 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t 
{ c h a r * s y m b o l ; 
} S e m a n t i c C l a s s N o d e； 
/ * T h i s s t r u c t u r e s t o r e s t h e s e m a n t i c c l a s s i f i c a t i o n n o d e * / 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t SCT 
{ c h a r * s y m b o l ; 
s t r u c t SCT * c h i l d _ t a b l e ; 
s t r u c t SCT * i i e x t s i b l i n g ; 
} S e m a n t i c C l a s s T a b l e ; 
/ * T h i s s t r u c t u r e i s t h e s e m a n t i c c l a s s i f i c a t i o n t r e e * / 
/ * r c . c ， r e l a t i o n l i n k p r o c e s s i n g r e l a t e d " 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t SD 
{ f l o a t b o t t o m v a l u e ; 
f l o a t u p p e r v a l u e ; 
c h a r * symbo lna i i i e ; 
s t r u c t SD * n e x t； 
} S y m b o I D e s c r i p t i o n ; 
/ * T h i s s t r u c t u r e d e s c r i b e s t h e w e i g h t r a n g e * / 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t 
{ c h a r *name； 




SymbolDescription * l i n k w e i g h t ; / * weight range */ 
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S y m b o l D e s c r i p t i o n * s e m d i s t a n c e ; / * s e m a n t i c d i s t a n c e 
r a n g e * / 
} R e l a t i o n T y p e R e c o r d ; 
/ * T h i s i s o ne r e l a t i o n t y p e r e c o r d : 
typedef struct RTTable 
{ char *relationname; 
char ^direction; 
char *weightscheme； 




struct RTTable *nextrelation; 
} RelationTypeTable; 
/* This linked list structure stores 





/* This is a semanteme node used in next semantic 
relationship Link record */ 、 
typedef struct 




} L i n k R e c o r d ; 
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/ * T h i s i s a s e m a n t i c r e l a t i o n s h i p l i n k 
r e c o r d * / 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t 
{ c h a r * w o r d c l a s s； 
c h a r * r e l a t i o n n a m e ; 
c h a r * d i s t a i i c e ; 
> S e a r c h S c a l e ; 
/ * T h i s s t r u c t u r e d e s c r i b e s t h e s e a r c h s c a l e 
y h i c h w i l l b e u s e d i n r e l a t e d word s e a r c h * / 
/ * Wo rdG roup s t r u c t u r e , u s e d by many p r o t o t y p e * / 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t WG 
{ c h a r * w o r d ; 
c h a r * w o r d c l a s s； 
s t r u c t WG * n e x t； 
} W o r d G r o u p ; 
/ * T h i s s t r u c t u r e s t o r e s a s e t o f e n t r y t e r m s * / 
t y p e d e f s t r u c t SG 
{ c h a r * p r e f e r r e d t e r m ; 
c h a r * w o r d c l a s s； 
s t r u c t SG * i i e x t ； 
} Seman t emeGroup ; 
/ * T h i s s t r u c t u r e s t o r e s a s e t o f s e m a n t e m e s * / 
/* function prototype */ 
/ * n a m i n g . c * / 
extern int OpenThesaurus(chax *name)； 
extern void CloseThesaurusO； 
e x t e r n T h e s a u r u s L i s t * L i s t T h e s a u r u s ( ) ； 
/ * c o n . c * / 
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J Wo rdGroup * S e a r c h E i i t r y T e r m ( c h a r * w o r d , c h a r * w o r d c l a s s )； 
I i n t 工nse r " tE i r t r yTerm(cha r * a d d e d w o r d , c h a r *mappedword , 
I c h a r * w o r d c l a s s )； J 
i S eman t emeGroup * S e a r c h S e m a n t e r n e s ( c h a r * w o r d , c h a r * w o r d c l a s s )； 
I Wo rdGroup * S e a r c h S y n o n y m s ( c h a r * w o r d , chax * w o r d c l a s s )； i 
； int CliangldentifierCciiar *srcword, char *objword, 
I 
I c h a r * w o r d c l a s s )； 
WordGroup *DeleteEntryTerm(char 氺word, char *wordclass)； 
int. ReLinkEntryTermCctiar *srcword, char *srcwordclass, 
char *objword, char *objwordclass)； 
/* semclass.c */ 
extern int InsertSemanticClass ( char ^parent, 
SemanticClassNode *node)； 
extern SemanticClassTable *ListSeinaiiticGlass ( ) ; 
extern int DeleteSemClass(char *class); 
/* rc.c relation link related */ 
extern int BuildRelationFrame (RelationTypeRecord record); 
extern R e l a t i o n T y p e T a b l e *ListRelationType ( ) ; 
e x t e r n i n t A d d R e l a t i o n L i n k ( c h a r *relat iormame， 
LinkRecord linkrecord)； 
e x t e r n i n t D e l e t e R e l a t i o n L i n k ( c h a r * r e l a t l o n n a m e , SemantemeNode 
s t a r t . s e m a n t e m e , Sema.ntemeNode end.semanteme)； 
extern WordGroup *RetrieveRelatedWord(char *word， 
SearchScale searctiscale)； 
#en<iif 
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B.2 A P I Reference 
Manual Page Format 
The manual pages in this volume use the following format: 
NAME 
This gives out the name of the interface function described following. 
SYNOPSIS 
This section describes the appropriate syntax for using the interface. 
DESCRIPTION 
This section describes the behavior of the interface. 
P A R A M E T E R 
This section describes function arguments. 
R E T U R N 
This lists the values returned by function interfaces. 
SEE ALSO 
This lists the related function interfaces. 
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Reference Pages 
N A M E 
OpenThesaums 
SYNOPSIS 
^ i n c l u d e 
int 
char 




OpenThesaurus ( ) is afforded for user to name a new thesaurus to be built or 
indicate system operate on an existing thesaurus. According to this information 
to create a new directory or go into a specific directory which store corresponding 
da ta files, such as Semantic Classification Tree file, Relationship Register file: 
entry t e rm file and relationship file etc. On success, an integer will be returned, 
else 0 will be returned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
name It is a string variable. It indicates the name for thesaurus 
to be built or operated. 
R E T U R N 
On success, 1 will be returned, else 0 will be returned. 
SEE ALSO 
ListThesaurus CloseThesaurus 
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N A M E 
CloseThesaurus 
S Y N O P S I S 
# inc lude 
int 
char 
< thesys .h> 
CloseThesaurus () 
name; 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
CloseThesaurus is used to close the current thesaurus, 
when users want to exit the whole operation on TheSys 
P A R A M E T E R 
R E T U R N 
On success, 1 will be returned, else 0 will be returned. 
S E E A L S O 
ListThesaurus OpenThesaurus 
It is commonly called 
system. 
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N A M E 
ListThesaurus 
S Y N O P S I S 
^ inc lude 
ThesaurusList 
< t h e s y s . l i � 
*ListThesaurus ( ) 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
ListThesaurus ( ) will help users get to know what 
the current TheSys system. It will re turn a pointer 
thesauri list. On fail, NULL value will be returned. 
R E T U R N 
It will re turn a pointer to ThesaurusTable. 
struct of ThesaurusTable is in thesys.h file. 
SEE A L S O 
OpenThesaurus CloseThesaurus 
thesauri had been built in 
to a table which stores the 
The data 
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N A M E 
InsertSemanticClass 
SYNOPSIS 






<t l iesys .h> 
InsertSemanticClass (parent, node) 
* parent; 
*node; 
) is afforded to specify the semantic classification tree. 
Users use this routine to insert one node of this tree each t ime. The argument 
node defines a semantic classifications node. Its parent is indicated by argument 
parent. On success, integer 1 will be returned, else will be returned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
parent It is a string variable. It indicate which semantic classification 
is the parent of the inserted node. If the inserted node is the 
first level semantic classification, it must be assigned as (char *) 
0 ; 
node It is a variable of s t r u c t u r e SemanticClassNode. The data struc-
ture of SemanticClassNode is in thesys.h 
It is noted tha t duplicate naming of symbol is prohibited. 
R E T U R N 
On success, integer 1 will be returned, else 0 will be returned. 
SEE ALSO 
ListSemanticClass DeleteSemClass 
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N A M E 
DeleteSemClass 
SYNOPSIS 







DeleteSemClass ( ) is afforded to delete a semantic classification node from the 
semantic classification tree. The argument class defines a semantic classifica-
tions node. Since the duplicate semantic class name is prohibited, such a name is 
the identity of the semantic classification On success, integer 1 will be returned, 
else will be returned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
class It is a string variable. It indicate which semantic classification 
is deleted. It is noted that a terminal semantic classification can 
not be deleted unless all the entry associated with it is deleted. 
R E T U R N 
On success, integer 1 will be returned, else 0 will be returned. 
SEE ALSO 
ListSemanticClass InsertSemanticClass 
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N A M E 
ListSemanticClass 
S Y N O P S I S 
^ i n c l u d e < t h e s y s . l i � 
SemanticClassTable *ListSemanticClass ( ) 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
ListSemanticClass ( ) is used to help users get to know all the semantic classifi-
cation defined in the current thesaurus. It will return a pointer to a table which 
stores the description of all the semantic classification types. If fail, NULL value 
will be returned. 
R E T U R N 
It will return a pointer to structure SemanticClassTable. The 
da ta struct of SemanticClassTable is in thesys.h. 
SEE A L S O 
InsertSemanticClass 




^ i n c l u d e < thesys .h> 
WordGroup *SearchEntryTerm (word, wordclass) 
char *word; 
char * wordclass; 
DESCRIPTION 
SearchEntryTerm ( ) searches for entry terms Which have the same character 
codes with the word and under the semantic classification wordclass. On suc-
cess, a pointer to a group of words which also denotes their respective Semitic 
classifications will be returned. If no such entry term exists, a NULL value 
pointer will be returned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
彻rd It is a string variable. It stores the characters codes, such as 
Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
yjordclass It is a string variable. It indicates what class of the semantic 
classification the returned entry terms should be under. Its value 
must be identical to one of the semantic classification symbol 
specified in the semantic classification tables, or a NULL value. 
If NULL is assigned, it means the semantic classification of the 
returned Chinese word could be any type of classification spec-
ified. If this —wordclass hasn't children class, which means it is 
a terminal classification, the returned entry term have exactly 
the same word classification as wordclass. Else, the returned 
entry terms have the terminal classifications which are under the 
classification of .wordclass. 
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R E T U R N 
WordGroup The re turn of this routine is a pointer to a group of 
Chinese words along with their semantic classifications 
respectively. The da ta structure of WordGroup is in 
thesys.h. 
If search fails, then a NULL value will be returned. 
SEE A L S O 
SearchSemanteme, SearchSynonyms 
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N A M E 
SearchSemanteme 
SYNOPSIS 







*SearchSemaiiteme (word, wordclass) 
*word; 
*wordclass; 
firstly searches for a group of entry terms which are de-
termined by the W and wordclass. Then it will find out all the semantemes 
representing the entry terms just retrieved. On success, a pointer to a group 
of identifier words which also denotes their respective Semitic classifications will 
be re turned. If no such semanteme exists, a NULL value pointer will be returned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
柳rd It is a string variable. It stores the characters codes, such as 
Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
wordclass It is a string variable. It indicates what class of the semantic 
classification the returned entry terms should be 皿der. Its value 
must be identical to one of the semantic classification symbol 
specified in the semantic classification tables, or a NULL value. 
If NULL is assigned, it means the semantic classification of the 
returned Chinese word could be any type of classification spec-
ified. If this wordclass hasn't children class, which means it is 
a terminal classification, the returned entry term have exactly 
the same word classification as wordclass. Else, the returned 
entry terms have the terminal classifications which are under the 
classification of wordclass. 
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R E T U R N 
Semanteme Group The return of this routine is a pointer to a group of 
Chinese words along with their semantic classifications 
respectively. All these Chinese words are the .identifier 
words of the wanted semantemes. The data structure of 
SemantemeGroup is in thesys.h. 
If search fails, then a NULL value will be returned. 
SEE A L S O 
SearchEntryTerm, SearchSynonyms 
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N A M E 
Inser tEntryTerm 
SYNOPSIS 
^ i n c l u d e 
int 
char 
< thesys .h> 
Inser tEntryTerm (addedword,mappedword,wordclass) 
*addedword, mappedword; 
*wordclass; char 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
Inser tEntryTerm ( ) adds a new entry t e rm w . i c . is specified by and 
^ ^ ^ into Ent ryTerm database, and links it to a semanteme which contains 
an entry t e rm - m a p p e d W and w o r d d ^ -
K is noted tha t the semantic classification of must be identical to 
the mappedword. 
Another notable point is tha t , if . d d ^ is the same as E ^ P P ^ ^ ^^  诚 
malce a creation of new semanteme which will be denoted by the new entry t e rm 
itself. . 1 
Since inserting an entry te rm requires the mapped se W e m e being unique，the 
wordclass here must be terminal semantic classification. 
P l ^ c f M E T j ^ 汪 s t r 邮 細 碰 . I t stores the characters codes, such 
as Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
wordclass It is a string variable. It indicates what class of the se-
mant ic classification the returned entry terms should be. 
In this case, it must be a terminal classification. NULL 
value or intermediate classification symbol are illegal. 
R E T U R N 
On success, it will returns integer 1，else re turn 0. 
SEE ALSO 
Changeldentifier, RelinkEntryTerm 
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N A M E 
SearchSynonyms 
SYNOPSIS 
#i i i ck ide < t l i e s y s . l i � 
WordGroup *SearchSynonyms (word, wordclass) 
char *word; 
char * wordclass; 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
SearchSynonyms ( ) firstly searchs ou t a group of entry t e rms which are deter-
mined by the ^ and wordclass. And then it will find out all t he synonyms 
of the retrieved entry te rms. On success, a pointer to a group of words which 
also denotes their respective Semitic classifications will be re turned . If no such 
synonyms exists, a NULL value pointer will be re turned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
word It is a string variable. It stores the characters codes, such as 
Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
wordclass It is a string variable. It indicates what class of the seman-
tic classification the retr ieved entry terms should be under . Its 
value must be identical to one of the semantic classification sym-
bol specified in the semant ic classification tables, or a NULL 
value. If NULL is assigned, it means the semantic classification 
of the retrieved Chinese word could be any type of classification 
specified. Tfthis wordclass hasn^t children class, which means it 
is a terminal classification, the retrieved entry t e rm have exactly 
the same word classification as wordclass. Else, t he retrieved 
entry te rms have the te rminal classifications which are under the 




 - f r 
i i 
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R E T U R N 
WordCrroup T h e re turn of this rout ine is a pointer to a group of 
Chinese words along with their semantic classifications 
respectively. The da ta s t ruc ture of WordGroup is in 
thesys.h. 
If search fails, then a NULL value will be re turned. 
SEE A L S O 
SeardiSemanteme, SearchEntryTerm 





int Changeldentifier (srcword, objword, wordclass) . 
char *srcword, objword; 
char * wordclass; 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
Changeldentifier ( ) substitutes the identifier word srcword of semanteme (srcword, 
wordclass) by using objword. T h e srcword and objword must be synonyms. If 
succeed, an integer 1 will be re turned, else 0 is to be re turned. 
It is note that, as the same reason as in Insert Entry Term ( J, the wordclass must 
be a te rminal classification. 
P A R A M E T E R 
It is a string variable. It stores the characters 
codes, such as Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
It is a string variable. It indicates what class of the 
semantic classification the entry terms should be. 
In this case, it mus t be a terminal classification. 
NULL value or in termedia te classification symbol 
are illegal. R E T U R N 
On success, an integer 1 will be re turned. Else, an integer 0 will be returned. 
SEE ALSO 
Inser tEnt ryTerm, ReLinkEnt ryTerm 
srcword，objword 
wordclass 
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N A M E … 
ReLinkEntryTerm 
SYNOPSIS 
#inchKle < t h e s y s . h > 
int ReLinkEnt ryTerm (srcword, srcwordclass, objword, objwordclass) 
char *srcword, *objword; 
char * srcwordclass, *ob j wor dclass ； 
DESCRIPTION 
ReLinkEntryTerm ( ) re-maps one entry t e rm to another semanteme. Argu-
ment srcword and srcwordclass specifies the source entry te rm, objword and 
objwordclass indicate corresponding semanteme. On the operation completion, 
the semantic classification of the entry te rm will be changed to objwordclass. 
It is noted tha t , as the same reason in Insert Entry Term ( ), the srcwordclass 
and objwordclass have to be the terminal semantic classification. 
P A R A M E T E R 
srcword, objword It is a string variable. It stores the characters codes, such 
as Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
srcwordclass, objwordclass It is a string variable. It indicates what class of the se-
mant ic classification the entry te rms should be. In this 
case, they must be terminal classifications. NULL value 
or intermediate classification symbol are illegal. 
R E T U R N 
On success, an integer 1 will be returned, else 0 will be returned. 
SEE ALSO 
Inser tEntryTerm, Changeldentifier 
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N A M E 
DeleteEntryTerm 
SYNOPSIS 
^ i n c l u d e < t l i e s y s . l i � 
WordGroup * Dele teEntryTerm (word, wordclass) 
char *word; 
char * wordclass; 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
DeleteEntryTerm ( ) firstly searchs out a group of entry terms which are spec-
ified by ^ and wordclass. Then it will delete these entry term(s) f rom the 
entry t e rm database. 
This operation may direct a complicated si tuation. Tha t is deletion make a se-
man teme empty, it means no entry t e rm m a p p e d to it. If it occurs, the deletion 
will be prohibited. In another word, semanteme deletion is prohibited. 
On re turn, a ponter to a group of entry t e rm which have been deleted will be 
returned. If no entry t e rm being deleted, a NULL pointer will be returned. 
臺
 i i l i i
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P A R A M E T E R 
yjord It is a string variable. It stores the characters codes, such 
as Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
worddass It is a string variable. It indicates what class of the se-
mant ic classification the deleted entry terms should be 
under . Its value must be identical to one of the seman-
tic classification symbol specified in the semantic classi-
fication tables, or a NULL value. If NULL is assigned, 
it means the semantic classification of the deleted Chi-
nese word could be any type of classification specified. 
If this worddass hasn ' t children class, which means it 
is a terminal classification, the deleted entry t e rm have 
exactly the same word classification as worddass . Else, 
the deleted entry terms have the terminal classifications 
which are under the classification of worddass . 
R E T U R N 
WordGroup The return of this routine is a pointer to a group of 
Chinese words along with their semantic classifications 
respectively. The da ta s t ructure of WordGroup is in 
thesys.li. 
If no entry te rm deleted, then a NULL value will be 
returned. 
SEE A L S O 
SearchEntryTerm 
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N A M E 
BuildRelat ionFrame 
SYNOPSIS 
# inch ide <t l iesys .h> 
int BuildRelat ionFrame (record) 
Rela t ionTypeRecord record; 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
BuildRelat ionFrame ( ) lets users define their local convention of the relation 
type. They must fills in the parameter record which contains all the information 
thesys system need to know about a new type of relation. The definition of the 
new type of relation will be keep in a relation register file. On success, an integer 
1 will be re turned. Else, an integer 0 will be re turned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
record It is a variable of s t ructure Relat ionTypeRecord. T h e 
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T h e explanat ion of each element is as follows; 
direction 
weightscheme 
name It is a string which is the n a m e of the relationship. In case 
the registered relationship is bi-directional relationship, 
such as is-ajhas-instance, a symbol / need to be placed 
for separating two subname. On acceptance of this name, 
routine will create a new relationship file in this name for 
storing relationship link records. 
Its legal value is integer -1, 0, and 1. -1 means the re-
lationship is non-directional relationship. 0 means the 
relationship is uni-directional relationship; 1 means the 
relationship is bi-directional relationship. 
Its legal value is integer 0 or 1. 0 means there is the 
relationship link without weight assignment. 1 means 
tha t this type of relationship link has to be quantified. 
It only makes sense in the case that weightscheme is 
assigned integer 1. It indicates the bo t tom and upper 
bound of the weight value on the relationship links. 
It is a pointer to a s t ructure of SymbolDescription. It 
describes a friendly way in which users use some symbols 
to assign link weight or semantic distance value, ra ther 
than use concrete float value. The data s t ructure of Sym-
bolDescription is in thesys.h. 
R E T U R N 
On success, an integer 1 will be returned, else 0 will be 
bottomweight 
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N A M E 
ListRelat ionType 
SYNOPSIS 
# i n c l u d e < thesys .h> 
Relat ionTypeTable *ListRelat ionType ( ) 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
ListRelat ionType ( ) is used to help users get to know all the relation types 
defined in the current thesaurus f rame. It will re turn a pointer to a table which 
stores all the information about the relation types. If fail, NULL value will be 
re turned. 
R E T U R N 
It will re turn a pointer to Relat ionTypeTable. The da t a 
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N A M E 
AddRelationLink 
SYNOPSIS 
# i n c l u d e 
int 
char 
< the sys .h> 
AddRelationLink ( re lat ionname, linkrecord) 
*relationname; 
linkrecord; LinkRecord 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
AddRelat ionLink ( ) adds one relationship link into the relationship file which is 
determined by the relationname. The information about this relationship link is 
stored in the paramete r linkrecord. This record indicates two semanteme nodes 
connected by the link, and the weight on the link if there is such requirement. 
On success, integer 1 will be returned, else 0 will be returned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
relationname It is a string variable. It indicates which relationship file 
the linkrecord will be stored. 
linkrecord It is variable of s tructure LinkRecord. The da ta s t ructure 
of LinkRecord is in thesys.h. 
According to the corresponding record in relation regis-
ter file, routine can determine what information in this 
record should be extracted and how it can be interpret . 
For example, if this is a kind of uni-directional relation-
ship with weight, then the content of ES.weight won't 
be extracted. And if this type of relationship without 
weight, then the SE.weight and ES.weight is functionless. R E T U R N 
On success, integer 1 will be returned, else 0 will be returned. 
SEE ALSO 
BuildRelat ionFrame 
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N A M E 
DeleteRelationLink 
SYNOPSIS 
^ i n c l u d e 
int 
char 
< thesys .h> 
DeleteRelationLink (relationname, s tar t . semanteme, 
end-semanteme) 
*relationname; 
start一semanteme, end^eman teme ; SemantemeNode 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
DeleteRelationLink ( ) deletes one relationship link which connects s tar t -semanteme 
and p.nrl semanteme f rom relat ionname relationship file. On success, integer 1 
will be re turned, else 0 will be re turned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
relaUonname It is a string variable. It indicates which type deleted 
relationship link belongs to. 
start.semanteme It is a variable of s tructure SemantemeNode. The data 
end-semanteme s t ructure of SemantemeNode is in thesys.h. 
R E T U R N 
On success, integer 1 will be re turned, else 0 will be re turned. 
SEE ALSO 
BuildRelat ionFrame 
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N A M E 
Retr ieveRelatedWord 
SYNOPSIS 
^ i n c l u d e 
WordGroup 
char 
<thesys. l i> 
*RetrieveRelatedWord (word, searchscale) 
*word; 
*searchscale; SearchScale 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
RetrieveRelatedWord ( ) searchs out the related words of W in compliance 
with the parameter searchscale. T h e searchscale will indicates the relationship 
types search is to go into and the scope of semantic distance. If related words 
are found, a pointer to a group of words will be returned, else a NULL value 
will be returned. 
P A R A M E T E R 
彻rd It is a string variable. It stores the characters codes, such as 
Big5 or GB code, of a Chinese word. 
searchscale It is a pointer to s t ruc ture SearchScale. The da ta s tructure of 













The definition of the distance can be found in the BuildRela-
t ionFrame () routine. Users just need to use a symbol instead 
of concrete figure to represent the semantic distance scale. 
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WordGroup The re turn of this rout ine is a pointer to a group of 
Chinese words along with their semantic classifications 
respectively. The da t a s t ruc ture of WordGroup is in 
thesys.h. 
if no related word is found, a NULL value will be 
re turned. 
SEE A L S O 
BuildRelat ionFrame 
Appendix C 
User Interface Reference 
In this volumn, we go through each of the windows of the window-based user 
interface. We assume tha t users are familiar with the concepts and architecture 
of TheSys. Fur ther , users must at least know one of the three Chinese character 
input methods , i.e. CangJie, PinYin’ and Simple CangJie. 
The top window of maintenance user interface is shown as follows, 
i^i(K) ti類（c)意棄（s) j i r i ^ ^ r i ^ i ? ! 綱設明(H) ii 
IC： 
F i g u r e C . l : Maintenance User Interface Top Window 
We can see that there are seven menu items in the menu bar. They are t鶴司典 
( T h e s a u r u s ) ,藏 ( W o r d ) ,鍋 ( W o r d Class),意素(Semanteme), P系（Relation), 
系•出(Quit) and _翻(Help) . Click the Thesaurus menu, we get three options, 
107 
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they are • (Crea t e ) ,雕 (open ) and _ (dose). C r e a t e option offers a window 
for users build a new thesaurus. T h e popped up window is as follows, 




HMm^m tmw 飼 類 ⑷ 意 素 ⑶ 悶 系 ⑶ 系 鄉 出 ⑵ 
F i g u r e C .2 : Create A New Thesaurus 
In this window, there is a f r ame bar under the prompt ”输司酩” (Input 
Thesaurus Name) . Also, there is a Chinese character input p rompt area on the 
bo t tom of the window. The system provide three Chinese input methods, i.e. 
CangJie, PinYin and Simple CangJie. The default input method is CangJie. 
User can shift the input method circularly by pressing the s h i f t and " keys to-
gether. For creating a new thesaurus, users need to move the mouse cursor to 
the f rame, and enter the thesaurus name from the keyboard. When completing, 
click the 誠(OK) bu t ton . If the thesaurus creation succeed, this window dis-
appear and the thesaurus name is writ ten on the top of menu bar . If fail, the 
but ton will sound. T h e problem is tha t the entered thesaurus name is the same 
as the existino- one. Users need to enter another name for the new thesaurus. 
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T h e 雕 option offers the users a window to select a existing thesaurus in the 
TheSys. 
AH'：fif --*-• V * - • • ？ ,、-.,r. -：.—^―—n 丄•• ： 
^ ^ ^ ^ m r h e S y i T P ^ M a n a c ^ m e n f ^ . M a i n t e m i ^ ^ 
-mm.—遮吊中蓝靡换 
舗使再藏辦 一:H 
F i g u r e C.3: Open An Existing Thesaurus 
In this window, there is a scroll list which may include a list of existing 
thesaurus names. For opening a thesaurus to operate, users need to double click 
one of them so that the thesaurus name is shown off on the frame bar which 
is under the prompt ”輸XI司醉”.Subsequently, users press the 誠 but ton. The 
thesaurus name will be displayed o�n the top of menu bar. If there is no thesaurus 
maintained in the system. The scroll list is empty. 
一 
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The option inquiry if you want to close the current thesaurus being pro-
cessing. It is just a Yes/No dialog. 
F i g u r e C .4 : Close A Thesaurus 
！fal. 
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When you click I驢 menu, you can get three options. Those are 駄(Inser t) , 
瞧（Delete) and H (Browse). Insert option pops up the following window, 






F i g u r e C .5 : Insert An Entry Term - Window 1 
In this window, there are a f rame bar under the prompt ”輸萌吾” (Input 
Word) and a scroll list. The scroll list include a set of word semantic classifi-
cations. The toppest one is the parent classification of all other classifications. 
If the parent classification is a back slash sign, it means all other classifications 
in the list are the first level classifications. By clicking the parent classification, 
users make the scroll list display the siblings of the parent classification. By 
clicking other classification, users make the scroll list display its children clas-
sifications. If the classification is a terminal classification, the clicking make no 
children classification displayed but pop the classification up to the f rame bar 




新增IDS吾: 丨確定 敌們 
n 
F i g u r e C.6: Insert An Entry. Term - Window 2 
This window will ask user which the semanteme into which the newly inserted 
entry t e rm should be mapped. Also, it shows the existing synonyms of particular 
.semanteme. In the upper scroll list, a set of semantemes which are under the 
word classification defined by last window are shown. User selects one of them 
by double clicking the semanteme. When the semanteme is selected, it will 
be displayed on the top of the upper scroll list and all its synonyms will be 
displayed on the lower scroll list at the same time. At this point，user can select 
arbitrary synonym as a new representative of the semanteme by double clicking 
the synonym. When all these da ta settle down, press the confirm button to 
semantic c lass i f ica t ion . For inserting an entry term，users need to enter the word 
on the f r ame bar under ” Input Word” prompt and select the terminal semantic 
classification. After filling these two da ta , press the 藏 ( c o n f i r m ) but ton . If fail, 
the bu t ton will sound. The reason may due to such word is invalid. User need 
to check if such word is included in a local word dictionary. If succeed, a window 
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complete the entry term insertion work. 
Delete Ent ry Term window is similar to the Insert Entry Term window. 
The same information is needed. However, the semantic classification needn't 
be a terminal classification. So, the scroll list allow user select a non-terminal 
classification by double clicking any of the classification. When filling in the two 
frame bar , press the ffi酴 but ton. 
5丟；！：言换（T) 
一删中XI尝截换 - I H 
同II飼言M 
运素（S) 悶系⑵ 系乡腿出（Q).輔助設明(H) 
你 m n 
他 他 們 
漢宇输入：：舍領：：人 
1.人2.倡3.复4.剖5.但6.语7.們8.丨間9 . t? 0 • (5 
F i g u r e C.7: Delete An Entry Term 
i . I J i
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If users \vant to bro\vse the entry terms, select the Jl option to pop up the 
Entry Term brovvse \vindo\v. Different from the above t\VO \vindo\vs, this \vindo\v 
has an extra area to display the bro\vse result. 
;k..i' i~:.i ,,",'; ," ' .• , " :-~f~ ,:':, ~~'~ -; ::.,;;m~:(:: - mvn ~:'i'GlH~:Q.1J4'; :~ , O~,., 
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Figure C.8: Bro\vse The Entry Term 
User enter the \vord and \vord classification information as above described. 
It is noted that the \vord classification needn~t be terminal classification too. So , 
~se.r can select the classification by double clicking it. After do that, user press 
the :Jl button to ask the system to search out all the entry terms matching \vith 
the \vord and \vord classification. If there are such entry terms, the semantemes 
into \vhich the entry term mapped \vill be displayed on the right scroll list of the 
result area. By doub-le clicking one of them~ the synonyms of the corresponding 
5:~:-:1anteme · .. vill be display on the left scroll list. At the same time, the seman-
ten1e \vill be displayed on the top of right scroll list and the\vord classification 
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F i g u r e C.8: Browse The Entry Term 
User enter the word and word classification information as above described. 
It is noted tha t the word classification needn' t be terminal classification too. So, 
^ser can select the classification by double clicking it. After do tha t , user press 
贸 bu t ton to ask the system to search out all the entry terms matching with 
the word and word classification. If there are such entry terms, the semantemes 
into which the entry term mapped will be displayed on the right scroll list of the 
result area. By double clicking one of them, the synonyms of the corresponding 
semanteme will be display on the left scroll list. At the same time, the seman-
teme will be displayed on the top of right scroll list and the word c lass i f icat ion 
of such semanteme will be display on the top of the left scroll list. If search fails， 
If users want to browse the entry terms, select the II option to pop up the 
Entry Term browse window. Different f rom the above two windows, this window 
has an ext ra area to display the browse result. 
I 
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女人 S S花 4 1 
both the scroll list are empty. 
In t he l l ^menu 
(Browse). 
T h e Insert option pops up 
follows, 
there are three options 駄(Insert), _(Delete)，and 覽 
t he Word Classification Insertion window as 
F i g u r e C . 9 : Insert A Word Class 
This window requires user enter two data . One is a name for the newly in-
serted classification, another is its parent classification. The classification name 
should be entered into the f rame bar from the key board and the parent classifi-
cation should be selected from the scroll list by double clicking the c lass i f i ca t ion , 
^ f t e r filling in these two data, user need to press the 艇 but ton. If succeed，the 
window disappear, else the bu t ton will sound as a be l l The problem is the 
inserted class name is duplicate to the existing one. In such case, user need to 
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The word classification deletion window is as follows: 
Manaoeinent^TO Maintfinanca D 
mntmm 
F i g u r e C . IO: Delete A Word Class 
This window is similar to the above one. But the operation is different. User 
needn't input the classification name. He just need to select the classification 
f rom the scroll list. Such classification will be display on the f rame bar. It is 
noted tha t the terminal classification can not be selected unless all the entry 
terms associated to it are deleted. After selecting the classification, press the 




广民們們f 類人我你他 ~人我你他 
The word classification browse window is as follows: 
S吾㈣典(T) i^l(H)詢額(c)意棄(S)悶系（幻 系S尸逆出(Q) 牵脚线明（H) 
F i g u r e C.ll： Browse A Word Class 
. U s e r enters a semantic classification name into the frame bar and press the 
• bu t ton . If such a classification exists, its parent and sibling classification will 
be displayed in the scroll list. 
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In the 意素 menu, there is only one option 背(Browse). 
The semanteme browse window is as follows, 
飼a吾（w) 
i i i i ^ 竞 资 r s 、 S S I系 k ) 系斤迪出（Q)躺助战s^ ^CH) 
F i g u r e C.12: Browse Semanteme 
Actually this window is the same as the entry term browse window. Users 
needn't know what the representation of a semanteme is，they just need to 
know the synonyms of such semanteme. The word and word classification which 
indicates one synonym should be filled in the two f rame bars. 
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T h e last funct ional menu is related to the relations which has three options 
the ^ ^ ( R e l a t i o n T y p e Definition) opt ion,閱系• (Relat ionship Link Inser-
tion) option and 関系纖酴(Relationship Link Deletion) option. 
T h e relat ion type definition window is as follows, 
F i g u r e C.13: Define A Relation Type 
This window is divided into left and right parts. The left part is a group of 
action but tons . The right part is used for storing the relation type information. 
In the right par t , the toppest f rame bar is used for entering the relation type 
name. Below the name f rame bar are two selection boxes. User can click these 
boxes to select the relation weight type and traversal direction. Below these two 
boxes are two f rame bar for users entering the top and bot tom values of the link 
weight. Of course, if the weight type is defined as standard, user needn't filling 
in these f rame bars. Below these two f rame bar are two group of input areas for 
defining the weight range and distance range. Users enter a pair of bot tom and 
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top values and the symbol representation of such range on the frame bars. By 
pressing the continue but ton, user can enter the next range definition. When 
completed, users click the 誠 but ton. After filling all the left part , user can click 
the 誠 but ton on the right part of the window. If the definition succeed, this 
window will disappear, else the but ton will sound. The problem is mostly likely 
due to the duplicate relation type name. Another problem may be the weight 




F i g u r e C .14 : Add A New Relationship Link 
First, users need to enter the relation type name of this relationship link into 
the toppest f rame bar. Second, the owner semanteme and member semanteme 
of this link need to be selected. For selecting a semanteme, first select the 
word classification by double clicking the semantic classification. When the 
classification displayed on the classification f rame bar, user can double click the 
classification so that a list of semanteme will displayed on the semanteme scroll 
list. Finally, double click the semanteme to make it displayed on the semanteme 
frame bar. This way, a semanteme is selected. If the weight on relationship link 
is needed, user can move the mouse cursor to the bottom frame bar which allow 
user-enter the weight value. After filling in these information, user can press the 
誠 button. If insertion succeed, this window disappear, else the but ton sound. 
The error may be wrong relation type name or wrong assignment of weight value. 
Users need to redo the insertion work. 
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The relationship link insertion window is as follows, 
MT) 直«4(肩> 
人議 文IK八子干 
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The relationship link deletion window is as follows: 
F i g u r e C .15 : Delete A R e l a t i o n s h i p Link 
This window is very similar with the relationship link insertion. The only 
e .cept ion is no weight value f rame b a . User can follow the above d e s c n p t . n 
to the relation type n a . e and select t . e s e n . a n t e . e s . It is note t at 
must enter the relation type. However, there is no need to select both the 
o w n e . 娜 * 脈 and member s e . a n t e . e . W . e n only one of the s e . a n t e . e . 
selected，all the links associated with the semanteme and the relation type will 
be deleted. 
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The top window of application user interface is shown as follows. 
F i g u r e C.16: Application User Interface Top Window 
There are seven menus in this window. Under the 語:il腆(Thesaurus) menu, 
there are two options, • ( O p e n ) and Close). Under the 爾吾(Word), I藏 
(Word Class) and 意素(Semanteme) menus, it is samely just one option, H 
(browse), exists. All the popped up window correspond the above option are 
the same as those in maintenance module. Under P系(Relation), there is also 
just one option,相關詞(Related Word). The remain two menus are 系鄉出(Quit) 
and輔助說明(Help). 
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To select the related word option, we get a window below. 
F i g u r e C.17: Retrieve A Related Word 
This window is for retrieve the related words of a 索引詞(index word). This 
index word is defined by the word in the word frame bar and the word classi-
fication in the classification f rame bar. User need to enter a word on the word 
f rame bar and select the classification of from the scroll list. User can also define 
the search scale by entering the relation type and distance range. It is noted 
tha t the search scale is optional. After filling these information, press the 鶴 
but ton. The search result will be displayed on the left area of this window. If 
search fail, the area keep empty and the but ton sound. 
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